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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–

De bijna gelijktijdige uitvinding van de laser en de optische vezel heeft de telecommunicatiewereld drastisch veranderd gedurende de voorbije decennia. De
transmissie van lichtsignalen door optische vezels heeft geleid tot een enorme
capaciteit om informatie te verzenden met bitsnelheden die de snelheid van de
conventionele electronica ruim overschreiden. Door de toenemende, publieke
belangstelling voor nieuwe internet gebaseerde diensten (zoals bv. video-ondemand, VoIP, ...) kan verwacht worden dat de vraag naar meer bandbreedte
nog verder zal toenemen in de toekomst.
Het grote verschil tussen de enorme bandbreedte die we terugvinden in optische systemen en de beperkte snelheid van de elektronica, stelt een belangrijk
probleem in de knooppunten van een optisch netwerk. Om lichtsignalen te verwerken in dergelijke netwerkknopen, worden ze namelijk eerst omgezet naar
elektrische signalen. Nadat de elektronische verwerking is gebeurd, worden ze
opnieuw naar het optisch domein gebracht en verzonden naar de volgende netwerkknoop. Deze opto-elektrische en elektro-optische omzettingen verbruiken
niet alleen veel energie, maar bovendien is ook de elektronica die dergelijk hoge
bitsnelheden moet aankunnen zeer duur. Deze moeilijkheden tonen duidelijk
aan dat er nood is aan manieren om de signaalverwerking gedeeltelijk of volledig binnen de optische laag uit te voeren.
Optische geheugenelementen (of flip-flops) zijn de belangrijkste bouwstenen die vandaag nog ontbreken om signalen binnen het optisch domein te kunnen verwerken. Dergelijke optische geheugenelementen zijn essentieel aangezien ze de routeringsinformatie van een data-pakket optisch kunnen bijhouden terwijl het pakket naar de gewenste uitgangspoort wordt geleid. Bestaande
concepten voor dergelijke flip-flops uit de vakliteratuur zijn vaak gebaseerd op
complexe structuren opgebouwd uit meerdere lasersecties. Dergelijke concepten verbruiken daardoor niet alleen veel energie, maar bovendien zijn ze ook
moeilijk te fabriceren en bieden ze beperkte schakelsnelheden. In dit werk bestuderen we een aantal nieuwe concepten waarbij het optisch geheugenelement slechts bestaat uit één enkele laser diode. Deze laser diodes zijn boven-
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dien reeds standaardcomponenten in de huidige telecommunicatienetwerken
waardoor ze een haalbaar alternatief vormen om op korte termijn in optische
netwerkknopen geïmplementeerd te worden. We tonen hun toepasbaarheid
ook aan in een optische pakketschakelaar die uitsluitend met optische signalen
werkt en data met bitsnelheden van 40 Gb/s naar de gewenste uitgangspoort
brengt.
Wanneer er verschillende optische knooppunten met elkaar worden verbonden, kan er zich ruis op het signaal vormen door het gebruik van optische
versterkers. In de traditionele routers wordt deze ruis onderdrukt omdat het signaal bij de omzetting naar het elektrisch domein opnieuw gedigitaliseerd wordt.
Dit probleem vergt een optische component die het signaal optisch regenereert
door de ruis te onderdrukken. We stellen in dit werk dan ook een nieuw regeneratieschema voor dat gebaseerd is op een enkele laser diode.
In wat volgt, bespreken we deze concepten in wat meer detail.

Optische geheugenelementen
Onder optische geheugenelementen verstaan we een component die tussen
twee of meerdere toestanden kan schakelen door het injecteren van optische
pulsen. Algemeen genomen zijn geheugenelementen gebaseerd op een hysteresis effect.

DFB lasers
DFB laserdiodes zijn de standaard transmitters in de meeste geavanceerde communicatiesystemen. In tegenstelling tot andere lasertypes, gebeurt de feedback
niet door reflectie aan de facetten, maar is deze verdeeld over de lasercaviteit
door diffractie aan een Bragg rooster (zie Figuur 1a). Wanneer we licht injecteren (met een golflengte die verschilt van de lasergolflengte), zal de longitudinale
verdeling van de ladingsdragers wijzigen. Doordat veranderingen in de ladingsdragersdensiteit ook de brekingsindex van het materiaal wijzigen, zal de uniformiteit van de Bragg-reflectie verstoord worden en uiteindelijk houdt de laserwerking op. In dit werk tonen we aan dat er op die manier een hysterese-effect
in het uitgangsvermogen van de laser bekomen kan worden (zie Figuur 1b). Om
in het bistabiele gebied te werken zorgen we voor een continue lichtstroom aan
één zijde van de DFB laser. Wanneer er dan een puls geïnjecteerd wordt aan
die zijde, zal de laser uitgeschakeld worden. Een puls die van de andere kant
geïnjecteerd wordt zal daarentegen de uniformiteit van de ladingsdragers weer
herstellen waardoor de laser terug aanschakelt. Op deze manier kunnen we de
laser zeer snel aan- en uitschakelen (tot 45 ps) zoals getoond wordt in Figuur 1c.
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Figuur 1: De DFB laser als optisch geheugenelement: (a) Illustratie van de
component; (b) Hysteresis in het uitgangsvermogen van de laser bij externe lichtinjectie; (c) Experimenteel bekomen resultaat van het schakelgedrag.
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Negatieve
wijzerzin

set-puls

Positieve
wijzerzin

reset-puls

Figuur 2: Flip-flopwerking in schijflasers.

DBR laser
Een DBR laser heeft aan één zijde van de caviteit een Bragg-rooster dat het licht
bij een specifieke golflengte weerkaatst. Door een kleine stroom op dit rooster
aan te brengen zal deze golflengte verschuiven en gaat de laser naar een andere
longitudinale mode verspringen. Als de laser op deze manier wordt afgestemd,
veroorzaakt een niet-lineaire winstonderdrukking een hysterese in de golflengte
van het laserlicht. Wanneer een stroom wordt aangebracht die overeenkomt
met de hysterese, kan de laser tussen twee verschillende golflengtes geschakeld
worden door het injecteren van optische pulsen.
Microschijf lasers
Laserwerking kan ook verkregen worden in componenten met een circulaire caviteit zoals ringen of schijven. Het licht is dan geconcentreerd aan de buitenste rand in de zogenaamde ‘fluistergallerijmode’. Twee verschillende richtingen
zijn dan mogelijk: laserwerking kan zowel in positieve als negatieve wijzerzin
optreden. Een niet-lineaire winstonderdrukking kan ervoor zorgen dat een van
de twee richtingen dominant wordt en er een unidirectioneel regime ontstaat.
Door een puls in de ring of schijf te sturen kan men tussen de twee toestanden
schakelen. Dit is geïllustreerd in Figuur 2 waarbij het licht wordt uitgekoppeld
door een naburige golfgeleider. Wanneer de mode met negatieve wijzerzin dominant is, zal het licht naar de rechterkant propageren. De richting kan vervolgens omgekeerd worden door een puls in de tegenovergestelde richting aan te
brengen.
In dit werk tonen we dit effect aan in een zeer kleine microschijflaser (7.5 µm
diameter) die geïntegreerd is op silicon. Silicon is het standaardmateriaal om
elektronische chips te maken. We kunnen met deze techniek schakeltijden van
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Figuur 3: Optische pakketschakelaar met DFB lasers als geheugenelementen.

60 ps bekomen met zeer lage pulsenergieën (1.8 fJ).
Gekoppelde niet-lineaire caviteiten
Door niet-lineaire (passieve) caviteiten met elkaar te koppelen in een symmetrische structuur, kunnen er interessante fenomenen optreden waarbij de symmetrie verbroken wordt. Zelfs wanneer we de structuur volledig symmetrisch
exciteren, kunnen de uitgangen verschillen. We bestuderen deze asymmetrieën
theoretisch in kleine netwerkmotieven bestaande uit drie en vier caviteiten. Bovendien tonen we met numerieke simulaties aan dat flip-flopwerking tussen
meerdere toestanden mogelijk is.

Optische pakketschakelaar
De reeds vermelde DFB laser kan als geheugenelement gebruikt worden in een
optische pakketschakelaar (zie Figuur 3). Een optisch data-pakket bestaat in het
algemeen uit een ‘header’ (die de routeringsinformatie bevat) en de ‘payload’
(met de eigenlijke data). De optische header processor zal een optische puls
genereren als de header overeenkomt met een vooraf bepaalde bitsequentie.
Deze optische puls wordt dan vervolgens gebruikt om de DFB laser flip-flop die
correspondeert met de routeringsinformatie aan te schakelen. De uitgang van
de DFB flip-flop kan vervolgens gebruikt worden als pomp voor een golflengte
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omzetter. De payload wordt vervolgens omgezet naar de golflengte van de DFB
flip-flop. Door gebruik te maken van een AWG kan men de verschillende golflengtekanalen opsplitsen in verschillende uitgangspoorten. Dit schema toont
duidelijk aan dat de flip-flop essentieel is om de (verwerkte) header informatie
bij te houden terwijl de payload naar zijn bestemming wordt gebracht.
Deze pakketschakelaar wordt experimenteel aangetoond voor bitsnelheden
tot 40 Gb/s. Het voordeel van deze aanpak is dat de reeks DFB lasers eenvoudig
kunnen worden afgestemd op de verschillende golflengtekanalen van het optische netwerk. Bovendien kunnen de DFB flip-flops ook zeer snel schakelen.

Regeneratie
Wanneer er meerdere optische knooppunten met elkaar worden verbonden, zal
de ruis en overspraak (veroorzaakt door optische versterkers) de prestaties van
het netwerk beperken. Daardoor is er nood aan een zogenaamde optische regenerator die deze distorties kan wegwerken. Een regenerator heeft typisch een
zeer uitgesproken stapfunctie in zijn transmissiekarakteristiek. Deze stapfunctie laat toe om het onderscheid tussen de twee logische niveau’s te vergroten en
de positie van de stap noemt men het decisieniveau.
De hiervoor vermelde hysterese in de DFB laser is niet alleen aanwezig in het
uitgangsvermogen van de laser, maar ook in de versterkingskarakteristiek van
het geïnjecteerde licht. De zeer steile stapkarakteristiek van de hysterese blijkt
zeer effectief voor de regeneratie van een optisch signaal met veel ruis. Bovendien vermindert het niet enkel de ruis, maar is het ook in staat om het aantal
foute bits te reduceren met verschillende grootte-ordes. Dit komt doordat de
hysterese een decisieniveau oplevert dat meebeweegt met het datasignaal. We
tonen dit effect aan voor bitsnelheden tot 25 Gb/s.

English summary

The almost simultaneous invention of the laser and the optical fiber has drastically changed the landscape of telecommunication during the past decades.
The transmission of light signals through optical fibers results today in an enormous capacity for the transportation of information with bitrates that largely
exceed the speed at which conventional electronics can handle such signals.
The growing popular attention for new internet-based services (such as videoon-demand, voice-over-IP, video conferencing, ...), suggests that the demand
for even higher bandwidths can be expected to increase in the near future.
The mismatch between the huge bandwidth offered by optical systems and
the limited speed available for the electronic processing is becoming a major
bottleneck in optical network nodes. In order to process light signals in such
optical network nodes, they are first converted to electrical signals by a photodiode. After the electronic processing is done, they are converted again to the
optical domain and transmitted through an optical fiber to the next network
node. These opto-electronic and electro-optic conversions are not only power
consuming, but also the electronics required to process these signals at such
high bitrates are very expensive. These difficulties clearly indicate that there is
a need for devices that can do the processing partly or completely within the
optical layer.
Optical memory elements (flip-flops) are the most important missing links
to realize the all-optical processing of signals in optical network nodes. Such
all-optical flip-flops are essential in all-optical packet switches as they store the
routing information while an optical data packet is directed towards the correct output port. All-optical flip-flop concepts previously reported in literature
are often based on rather complex structures consisting of multiple laser sections which are difficult to integrate and offer limited switching speeds. In this
work, we demonstrate multiple novel concepts to create all-optical flip-flops
based on single laser diodes. These laser diodes are already standard devices in
today’s telecommunication industry and offer therefore a viable alternative to
implement all-optical network nodes. In order to illustrate the applicability of
all-optical flip-flops, their use is also experimentally demonstrated by the implementation of an all-optical packet switch where different data packets are
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routed to their desired output using only optical signals.
By cascading multiple optical network nodes, there can be an accumulation
of noise that severly limits the performance of optical networks. Indeed, the
conversion to the electrical domain (as in traditional network nodes), will redigitalize the original signal and will, therefore, remove all the noise. We present
a novel scheme, based on a single laser diode, to regenerate the signals within
the optical domain.

All-optical flip-flops
All-optical flip-flops are devices that can switch between two (or more) different states by injecting optical pulses. In general, all-optical flip-flops are based
on some sort of hysteresis effect which means that different output states are
possible under the same input conditions.
Distributed feedback lasers
Distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes are the standard transmitters in most
advanced optical communication systems. In contrary to other types of lasers,
the feedback is distributed along the laser cavity by diffraction on a Bragg grating (see Figure 1a). The injection of external light (with a wavelength outside the
stop-band of the grating), will adjust the distribution of the carriers along the
laser cavity. Because the differences in carrier density will affect the refractive
index, the Bragg-reflections will become distorted and the laser will eventually
stop lasing. In this work, we show that there can be a hysteresis effect in the laser
output power under the injection of external light (see Figure 1b). We apply a
holding beam at one side of the DFB laser in order to work within the bistable
domain. A light pulse injected on the same side will switch off the laser diode.
Injecting a pulse from the opposite side will restore the uniformity of the carriers and the laser will switch on again. This results in very fast flip-flop operation
(with switching times as low as 45 ps) as shown in Figure 1c.
Distributed Bragg reflector lasers
A distributed Bragg reflector laser has a wavelength selective mirror at one side
of the cavity consisting of a grating. By applying a current to the grating section,
the wavelength selectivity of the grating will shift and the laser will hop to a
different longitudinal mode. In the resulting tuning characteristic, a non-linear
gain suppression effect will create a spectral hysteresis around the mode hops.
By applying a current that corresponds to the hysteresis, the laser can operate
at two distinct wavelengths. We use pulses with a different duration to switch
between these two wavelengths.
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Figure 1: Distributed feedback laser as all-optical flip-flop: (a) Schematic of
the device; (b) Hysteresis in laser output power under injection of light;
(c) experimental demonstration of flip-flop operation.
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Figure 2: Flip-flop operation in disk lasers.

Microdisk lasers
Lasing operation can also be obtained in devices with a circular cavity such as
disk or ring lasers. The light is then concentrated at the edge of the laser in the
so-called ‘whispering gallery mode’ and two different lasing directions are possible (clockwise and counterclockwise). Non-linear gain suppression can result
in unidirectional operation of the microdisk laser with either the clockwise or
the counterclockwise mode being dominant. The injection of an optical pulse
allows to switch between these two states resulting in flip-flop operation. This
is illustrated in Figure 2 where the light is coupled out of the laser by a neighbouring waveguide. When the counterclockwise mode is lasing, the light will
propagate to the right output port. When we inject a pulse in the opposite direction, the clock-wise mode will become excited and the light will propagate to
the left.
In this work, we demonstrate this effect in an ultra-small disk laser (7.5 µm
diameter) which is bonded on silicon. Silicon is the standard material to manufacture electronic chips. We obtain switching times of 60 ps with very low pulse
energies (1.8 fJ)

Coupled non-linear cavities
By coupling non-linear (passive) cavities in a symmetric structure, interesting
phenomena of symmetry breaking arise. Even when these structures are excited symmetrically, the output powers can differ. These asymmetries are studied theoretically in small network motifs of three and four cavities. Using numerical simulations, it is demonstrated that multi-state flip-flop operation can
be achieved.
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Figure 3: All-optical packet switching scheme using DFB lasers as all-optical
flip-flop.

All-optical packet switch

The previously mentioned distributed feedback (DFB) laser flip-flop is also applied in an all-optical packet switch (see Figure 3). An optical data-packet consists in general of a header (containing the routing information) and a payload
(the actual data). The optical header processor will generate an optical pulse if
the header matches with a predefined bit-sequence. This optical pulse is used
to switch on the DFB laser flip-flop that has a wavelength which corresponds to
the destination port. The output of the DFB flip-flop is used as the pump signal
for a wavelength converter. The payload is then converted to the wavelength of
the DFB flip-flop and with an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) we can spatially
divide the different output wavelengths. It is clear from this scheme that the
flip-flop acts as an optical memory element by storing the header information
while the payload is directed to its destination.
We demonstrate this packet switching scheme experimentally for bit-rates
up to 40 Gb/s. The advantage of this approach is that the array of DFB laser
diodes can be matched easily with the wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM)
grid. Moreover, the DFB flip-flops allow for very fast switching speeds.
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Regeneration
When multiple all-optical nodes are cascaded, the noise and crosstalk effects
from optical amplifiers and switches will limit the performance of the system.
Therefore, there is a clear need for optical regenerators which can reduce these
distortions. Such a regenerator has typically a very steep threshold in its transmission characteristic which will act as the decision level.
The hysteresis in the DFB laser is not only present in the laser output power
but also in the amplification of the externally injected light. The steep treshold
characteristic of the hysteresis is very effective in regenerating a noisy optical
signal. It does not only reduce the noise, but can also improve the bit error rate
of the signal with several orders of magnitude. This is because the hysteresis
effect will introduce a decision level that is dynamically changing with the input
signal. We demonstrate this technique for bit-rates up to 25 Gb/s.
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Introduction

Looking back on the twentieth century, the influence of microelectronics on
our society can hardly be overestimated. The deployment and wide-spread
use of radio, television, mobile phones and computer networks has drastically
changed our everyday lives and will continue to do so as new internet-based
services are being implemented. Never in history has distance constituted such
a small obstacle and access to information been so close at hand.
If microelectronics was so influential for the twentieth century, one could
wonder if nanophotonics will have a similar importance on our future lives. Indeed, when we look at this technological revolution from a physics point of view,
we can ask ourselves if electrons are the best way to process huge amounts of
information. Light - in its elementary form described by photons - could be considered as a valuable alternative for many applications. The main advantage of
photons compared to electrons is their tremendous speed due to a lack of mass,
a property which makes them very interesting for the transport of information.
However, it also has the adverse effect that they are very difficult to trap for a
long period of time in order to construct an optical memory element. Such an
optical memory element that could replace the functionality of the electronic
transistor remains one of the most important missing links in the development
of photonics as a mature technology.
The almost simultaneous invention of the laser [1, 2] and the optical fiber [3]
in the 1960’s initiated the research towards optical communication systems. In
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such systems we use modulated light from a laser source to transport information at extremely high bitrates over very long distances by sending the light
through thin fibers made of glass. Intensive research has focused on the increase of the bitrates in such optical fibers. Today, this results in an enormous
capacity for transport of information through optical fibers with bitrates (up to
640 Gb/s) that largely exceed the speed at which conventional electronics can
handle such signals (typically 40 Gb/s).
The mismatch between the high optical bandwidth and the limited speed
available for the electronic processing is becoming a major bottleneck in optical network nodes. In order to process light signals in such a network node,
they are first converted to electrical signals by a photodiode. After the electronic processing is done, they are converted again to the optical domain and
sent through an optical fiber to the next network node. These opto-electronic
and electro-optic conversions are not only power and time consuming, but also
the electronics needed to process these signals at such high bitrates is very expensive. These difficulties clearly indicate that there is a need for devices that
can do the processing partly or completely within the optical layer, leading to
the notion of ‘all-optical networks’ or ‘transparent networks’ where not only the
transport of signals is done optically, but also their processing.
We see that optical telecommunication is not only progressing in long-haul
optical networks, but also on a much smaller scale in intra-chip or on-chip
interconnects. The high data rates in current information processing machines
require connections that can contain much higher densities of information
which can only be provided by optical links. Optics can also reduce the energy
consumption as there is no need to charge the lines to the signal voltage: we
only need to provide enough energy to charge a photodetector at the receiving end. The first commercial products, based on optical interconnects for
application in large data-centers and computer clusters, have recently been
introduced [5, 6]. Optical interconnects on a chip-scale level are still in their
infancy, but their performance can surpass that of electronic interconnects and
could allow for future demands to be met [7].
The evolution of optical interconnects brings forth the idea to implement
a transparent computer where all the processing and logic are implemented
solely within the optical domain. The construction of complete photonic processors working at the speed of light is still far beyond our reach and should
be considered science fiction for now [8]. However, efforts oriented towards
ultra-small optic devices with very fast dynamics are promising as they may offer the building blocks for future chip-scale optical logic: from micro-scale disk
lasers [9] to nano-scale surface plasmons [10, 11] and even up to transistors on
a (sub-)molecular level [12, 13]. However, for applications with extensive use of
photonics such as the above-mentioned optical networks, there will be a clear
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need to process light signals directly in the optical domain as the demand for
higher bitrates increases. Therefore, the focus of this work will rather be on solutions that have significant impact on the processing of high bitrate signals in
optical network nodes than on the construction of all-optical logic devices for
optical computing. Although, it should be mentioned that the application of
photonic components should also be seen in a much broader perspective than
simply telecommunication and computing: other application areas, such as
biophotonics, are becoming mature technologies which can also benefit from
advanced optical signal processing devices.
Recent studies have shown that the impact of global information and communication technology (ICT) is becoming environmentally significant [14]. The
estimated impact in terms of CO2 emissions accounts now for 2%, a number
that is equivalent to that of aviation. Therefore, the emphasis on the introduction of novel implementations for optical network nodes is done with respect to
their power consumption. The question whether all-optical approaches reduce
the power consumption is still part of an on-going and active debate [15–18]
within the scientific world, but the possible advantages of optics over electronics at much higher bitrates are clear.
In this work, we will demonstrate novel techniques to construct optical
memory elements (flip-flops) and their application in an all-optical packet
switching scheme. Further on in this chapter, it will be shown that most of the
concepts for all-optical flip-flops require multiple active elements which are
difficult to integrate and have in general a large footprint and high power consumption. We will demonstrate that flip-flop operation is possible in various
types of single laser diodes. Moreover, most of our work is concentrated on
devices that are already standard components in today’s telecommunication
systems which facilitates their short-term implementation. Besides the experimental demonstration of flip-flops in an all-optical packet switch, we will also
show how the noise accumulation in optical networks can be reduced by the
use of a single DFB laser diode.
In order to understand the background and context of the obtained results,
this introductory chapter will start off by giving an overview of the basic technology in optical fiber networks. Afterwards, an overview is given of the state of
the art in all-optical flip-flops.

1.1 Optical fiber networks
Telecommunication commences with the introduction of the telegraph in the
19th century and the invention of the telephone in 1876. This initiated an era
of electrical communication where the signals are being sent through twisted
copper pairs and - later on - through coaxial cables. Coaxial cables only allow
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Figure 1.1: The state of the submarine optical fiber network in 2007.
(Source: Alcatel-Lucent ©)

bandwidths up to 100 Mb/s on relatively short distances (1 km). During the past
two decades, such electrical communication networks were superseded by optical fiber networks. In the beginning, this was done only for the very core of the
communication networks with a.o. the introduction of fiber-optic submarine
cables connecting the different continents (Figure 1.1). However, because of
the growing public interest in the internet since the mid ’90s (Figure 1.2), more
and more electrical cables were replaced by optical fiber connections in order to
meet the increasing demand for more bandwidth. Indeed, contrary to the limitations of coaxial cables, optical fibers can provide an almost unlimited capacity
with bandwidths reaching up to 10 THz over very long distances. Recently, new
internet-based services such as video-on-demand (YouTube, digital TV), voiceover-IP (Skype), video conferencing, ... are gaining more public attention and it
can be expected that the demand for more data-traffic will continue to increase.
In highly industrialized countries such as Japan, the shift towards optical fibers
is much more visible: not only the core of the network is being implemented
with optical fibers but also the whole access network. This results in the concept
of fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) where optical fiber connections go all the way to
the internet subscribers’ premises. Already in 2008, the number of internet subscribers for FTTH in Japan superseded that of ADSL (transmission over standard
copper telephone lines).
An optical fiber consists of a long wire of glass in which the light is concentrated. The core of the fiber is surrounded by a cladding layer which has
a slightly lower refractive index. The underlying physical principle of an optical fiber can be understood from total internal reflection: when light that is
travelling in a dense medium hits a boundary at a steep angle, the light will be
completely reflected without loss. The glass used for the fabrication of optical fibers is called silica (SiO2 ) and has a very low loss (0.1-0.2 dB/km) around
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Figure 1.2: The number of internet users has drastically increased in the past
decade. (Source: www.internetworldstats.com)

the telecommunication wavelengths of 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm. This very low attenuation allows the propagation of light over very long distances (e.g. 100 km
without amplification). Besides attenuation in optical fibers, the light can get
distorted by dispersion effects: light at slightly different wavelengths can experience small differences in refractive index which affects their speed and results in pulses that are being spread out. Most optical communication systems
use standard single-mode fibers (core diameters of 8-10 µm) with a dispersioncompensating system afterwards.
The semiconductor laser proved to be a reliable and relatively cheap solution to act as the light source for optical fiber communication. A laser consists
of a gain medium that is placed within a cavity in order to send the light several
times through this gain medium before it is emitted by the laser. The acronym
‘laser’ stands for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation which
means that the amplified light has exactly the same physical properties (eg. direction, wavelength, polarization, phase, ...) as the light that is already present
in the gain medium. When the amplification by stimulated emission is combined with the feedback mechanism and wavelength selectivity of the cavity,
we generate a narrow beam of photons wich are all nearly identical.
The capacity of optical fibers was further improved by sending light at different wavelengths through the same optical fiber. This technique is known as
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). At the transmitter side, multiple optical signals, each at a separate carrier wavelength, are joined together and sent
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through a single optical fiber. These systems allow for a multiplication in capacity: modern systems can handle up to 80 signals at a bitrate of 100 Gb/s resulting
in a transmission of 8 Tb/s through a single fiber [19].
In the implementation of WDM systems, it is important to have laser diodes
that support a single wavelength with a narrow spectral width. Edge-emitting
semiconductors lasers with a Bragg grating (eg. distributed feedback lasers or
distributed Bragg reflector lasers) offer single-mode operation and are tunable
by changing the temperature and/or current. The requirement of single-mode
operation with a very narrow spectral width is not only necessary to multiplex
signals with different wavelengths, but also to avoid dispersion-related effects.
To overcome the fiber loss, the optical signal needs to be amplified in longhaul systems. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) can amplify the complete
WDM signal at once. This limits the use of power consuming electrical repeaters
which convert each WDM signal separately to the electrical domain to perform
a regeneration (amplification, reshaping, retiming) before retransmitting it
again through the optical fiber.
Recently, advanced modulation techniques based on multilevel phase modulation and/or coherent detection allow to go to even much higher bitrates by
using the wave properties of light. These modulation formats do not only use
the amplitude but also the phase and polarization of the light. With a combination of these techniques, the information of multiple bits can be stored together
within a so-called symbol. Combining the different techniques it is possible to
go up to 69.1 Tb/s [4].

1.2 All-optical signal processing
1.2.1 All-optical network nodes
The major bottleneck for the further evolution of optical communication systems is the routing of high-speed signals at the network nodes. As discussed in
the previous section, the use of optical fibers has led to an enormous increase
in bandwidth for the transmission of signals. However, in the nodes of the network this information needs to be processed in order to be routed to the correct
output port and then retransmitted to the next network node. The electronic
processing of these high-speed signals requires expensive and power consuming electronics. The solution for the mismatch between the high bandwidth
offered by optical transmission systems and the limited capabilities of electronics, requires that we look into the possibility of processing the light signals completely within the optical domain without making use of electronics. When we
can avoid the electrical processing of signals, we also eliminate the power consuming opto-electronic (O/E) and electro-optic (E/O) conversions.
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Figure 1.3: A schematic illustration of flip-flop operation: the output switches
when the set and reset pulses are injected.

One of the most important elements in the engineering of such optical network nodes, is the all-optical flip-flop element. This is a device that can switch
between two (or more) different states by the injection of optical pulses. The
basic principle is depicted in Figure 1.3 showing how set and reset pulses are
used to switch the device on and off. The all-optical flip-flop operation can be
used as a one-bit optical memory because it allows us to store the set pulse for
a longer period of time.
The underlying physical mechanism is always based on some sort of hysteresis effect [20]. Hysteresis (or bistability) refers to a system which can have
multiple states under the same input conditions and where its current state is
determined by the history of the input. In general, hysteresis can be achieved
by a combination of a feedback mechanism and a nonlinear effect.
The application of all-optical flip-flops as optical memory elements is especially interesting when we want to temporarily store the routing information
of a data packet while it is directed to the correct output port. A simplified
schematic for all-optical switching of packets using wavelength routing [21] is
shown in Figure 1.4. The first part of the data packet consists of a header which
contains the information needed to route the packet through the network. After the header, there is the actual data which is called the payload. The signal
is split and one part is sent through a delay line, while, in the other arm, the
header information is extracted and processed. The header processor will compare the bits of the header with a pre-defined bit sequence and it will send a
pulse to the optical flip-flop when there is a correlation. This pulse will change
the output state of the flip-flop to light with a different wavelength. We can use
the output light of the flip-flop as the pump power of a wavelength converter.
The original signal that has been delayed, will then be converted to the wavelength provided by the flip-flop. This means that the resulting signal wavelength
matches the routing information contained in the header. Finally, we can spa-
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of an all-optical packet switch: the all-optical flip-flop
is necessary to store the processed header information while the signal is routed to the output. [21, 22]

tially divide the two output wavelengths by using an arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG). Other methods for optical packet switching will be further discussed in
Chapter 6, but we can already conclude from this analysis that the optical flipflop is necessary to store the processed header information while the signal is
being routed to the output port.
Many designs for all-optical flip-flop operation have been proposed in the
past. Most of them require the combination of multiple active sections that are
combined with each other by passive waveguides. This means that they are not
only very complex, but also require a difficult fabrication due to the on-chip integration of active and passive sections. Because of their high footprint, they
also suffer from rather slow switching speeds and high power consumption. In
this work, several concepts will be presented for all-optical flip-flops that are
based on single laser diodes. Not only do they outperform most of the existing schemes, some of them are also very easy to implement due to the already
widespread use of these laser diodes in today’s telecommunication industry. We
will here give a short overview of the prevalent concepts in literature.

Coupled laser diodes
By coupling two laser diodes with seperate cavities both lasing at a different
wavelength, it is possible to obtain all-optical flip-flop operation [23–26]. The
coupling of the lasers causes one of the lasers to act as a master laser and to
quench lasing action in the other (see Figure 1.5). The flip-flop will therefore
switch between two wavelengths as the flip-flop state is determined by the laser
that is currently lasing. By injecting external light (at a different wavelength) in
the master laser, its output power can be reduced or stopped which allows the
other laser to start lasing and become the master laser.
The implementation of this concept with two coupled microring lasers
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Figure 1.5: A bistability originating from a coupled laser structure where one
laser quenches lasing in the other. [25]

(each 16 µm diameter) allows for very fast flip-flop operation (20 ps switching time) with low pulse energy (5.5 fJ) [27]. Two circular laser sections connected with each other by a waveguide allow to switch between a clockwise and
counter-clockwise lasing mode. However, the concept was only demonstrated
for pulsed operation. As will be explained in chapter 4, it is possible to exploit
certain gain nonlinearities to establish flip-flop operation in a single disk or ring
laser [9].
Instead of coupling two laser diodes, it is also possible to combine a distributed feedback laser diode and a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) [28–
30]. Switching times of 50 ps were demonstrated in this manner and such structures allow the integration of multiple laser diodes operating at different wavelengths.

Bistable laser diodes
One of the most well-known concepts for flip-flop operation consists of an active multi-mode interference 2x2 coupler inside a laser cavity [31, 32] (see Figure 1.6). Saturable absorber sections on the sides provide the necessary nonlinearity to provide bistable operation. Due to the large footprint of the device
(595 µm x 12 µm without SA), the switching times are limited and the pulse energies rather high: the best reported rise time is 280 ps [33] and pulse energies
are typically 40 pJ. Several improvements have been made to this device such
as (tunable) wavelength selective mirrors [33, 34] and polarization insensitive
operation [35]. To overcome the need for saturable absorbers, an active MachZehnder structure has been proposed in order to have a perfect overlap of the
two lasing modes [36].
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Figure 1.6: Two seperate states in an active multi-mode interference coupler
(Courtesy of K. Takeda).

Much of the early work on optical flip-flops was based on bistabilities in
standard laser diodes [20, 37]. They can be based, for example, on a multisegment DFB laser with one segment acting as a saturable absorber [38]. The
carrier recovery time in the saturable absorber (SA) is the main limiting factor in obtaining high switching speeds for these devices. Saturable absorber
sections are also used for flip-flop operation in nonlinear directionally coupled
laser diodes [39]. Dispersive bistabilities in DFB amplifiers (biased under lasing
threshold) offer an alternative [40] but require a tight wavelength control.
Active Mach-Zehnder interferometers
Using interference effects, optical flip-flop operation has been demonstrated in
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) structures with SOAs in the arms. The effect is based on phase changes in the SOAs. This has been demonstrated first in
two coupled Mach-Zehnder structures [41, 42], but afterwards also for a single
MZI with a feedback loop [43, 44].
Polarization bistable
Two orthogonal polarizations of light can be used to implement a bistability
useful for flip-flop operation. By injecting set and reset pulses with a different polarization, some devices can switch between two polarization states. The
most successful results were obtained in vertical cavity surface emitting lasers
(VCSELs) [45, 46]. Flip-flop operation with very low-energy pulses can be obtained using such devices: record low switching energies of 0.3 fJ [47] are pos-
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sible. Using higher pulse energies, the switching speed can be as fast as 7 ps.
These first results account for flip-flop operation in a VCSEL with an operating
wavelength at 980 nm, but recently it was also demonstrated in devices with a
wavelength of 1.55 µm [48]. The pulse energies in such devices are 10 fJ for a
repetition rate of 3.1 GHz (~300 ps). The VCSEL flip-flop is promising, but difficult to integrate on-chip. The use of polarization states for flip-flop operation
was also exploited in structures consisting of two semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [49].

Multistate flip-flop operation
For some signal processing applications it can be an advantage to switch between multiple different states instead of only two. Different concepts have
been proposed to achieve multistate flip-flop operation by combining multiple active elements with wavelength selective mirrors [50–52] or ring laser cavities [53]. In chapter 5, we will discuss a novel concept for multistate flip-flop
operation in more detail.

1.2.2 Regeneration
When several all-optical nodes are cascaded, there will be an accumulation of
noise, distortion and cross-talk which severely limits the performance of the
optical network. Indeed, non-transparent network nodes which convert the signals to the electrical domain, also act as repeaters because the O/E/O conversion removes the noise when retransmitting the signal. An alternative approach
is to regenerate the signal using all-optical techniques. The noise on such signals comes in general from amplifiers (eg. EDFAs) that are needed in order to
overcome the attenuation losses. Therefore, we use regenerators that can perform pulse reshaping. Typically, they have a very steep nonlinear transmission
curve in order to increase the extinction ratio of the signal. More advanced regenerators also do the retiming of a signal, however this is not strictly necessary
for certain practical applications [54].
Several concepts for all-optical regeneration have been proposed and will be
discussed further in chapter 7. In this work, a novel type of 2R regeneration will
be demonstrated based on the use of a single DFB laser diode. When a hysteresis
is used instead of a nonlinear power transfer function, we can not only reduce
the noise but even recover bits that would otherwise have been detected wrong.
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1.3 Outline
It was demonstrated that the evolution of optical networks will require the implementation of all-optical network nodes because the electronic processing of
high-speed signals is power consuming and expensive. This requires a whole
range of new functionalities that will be explored in subsequent chapters.
In the first chapters, several new concepts for all-optical flip-flop operation
will be introduced. We start with all-optical flip-flops based on edge-emitting
laser diodes. The first being the distributed feedback (DFB) laser where a nonlinear effect based on the distribution of carriers is used to switch the laser
on and off with light pulses. The second is the distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) laser which shows flip-flop operation because of a hysteresis in its tuning
characteristic. Both lasers are already widely used as light sources in today’s
telecommunication industry. In chapter four, an overview will be given of results obtained on flip-flop operation in microdisk lasers. The part on all-optical
flip-flops will be concluded by a more theoretical chapter explaining how structures consisting of passive coupled cavities can exhibit multistable behaviour.
In chapter six, experimental results of all-optical packet switching using a
distributed feedback laser as all-optical flip-flop will be discussed.
A novel concept for all-optical regeneration using a single laser diode at bitrates up to 25 Gb/s is proposed in the last chapter: a theoretical analysis on
the use of hysteresis for regeneration is given together with experimental results
that demonstrate an improvement in the bit-error rate.

1.4 Publications
The results obtained within this work have been published in several papers and
were presented at various conferences. The results on 2R regeneration have lead
to a patent application. The following list gives an overview.

Publications in international journals
1. K. Huybrechts, T. Tanemura, K. Takeda, Y. Nakano, R. Baets, G. Morthier,
“All-optical 2R regeneration using the hysteresis in a distributed feedback
laser diode," IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics, accepted for publication.
2. K. Huybrechts, B. Maes, G. Morthier, “Symmetry breaking in networks of
coupled cavities” Journal of the Optical Society of America-B, 27(4), p.708713 (2010).
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3. L. Liu, R. Kumar, K. Huybrechts, T. Spuesens, G. Roelkens, E.-J. Geluk,
T. de Vries, P. Regreny, D. Van Thourhout, R. Baets, G. Morthier, “An ultrasmall, low-power, all-optical flip-flop memory on a silicon chip,” Nature
Photonics, 4(3), p.182-187 (2010).
4. K. Huybrechts, R. Baets, G. Morthier, “All-optical flip-flop operation in
a standard tunable DBR laser diode," IEEE Photonics Technology Letters,
21(11), p.703-705 (2009).
5. K. Huybrechts, T. Tanemura, Y. Nakano, R. Baets, G. Morthier, “40 Gb/s alloptical packet switching with a distributed feedback laser as all-optical
flip-flop," IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, 21(11), p.703-705 (2009).
6. G. Morthier, W. D’Oosterlinck, K. Huybrechts, “All-optical flip-flops based
on DFB laser diodes and DFB-arrays," Journal of Materials Science - Materials in Electronics, 20(Suppl. 1), p.385-389 (2009)
7. K. Huybrechts, G. Morthier, R. Baets, “Fast all-optical flip-flop based on a
single distributed feedback laser diode," Optics Express, 16(15), p.1140511410 (2008).
8. K. Huybrechts, W. D’Oosterlinck, G. Morthier, R. Baets, “Proposal for
an all-optical flip-flop using a single distributed feedback laser diode,”
IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, 20(1), p.18 - 20 (2008)

Publications in international conferences
9. K. Huybrechts, T. Tanemura, K. Takeda, Y. Nakano, R. Baets, G. Morthier,
“All-Optical 2R Regeneration and BER Improvement using Hysteresis in a
DFB Laser Diode,” Photonics in Switching, United States (2010).
10. G. Morthier, L. Liu, R. Kumar, P. Mechet, K. Huybrechts, G. Roelkens,
T. Spuesens, E.-J. Geluk, T. de Vries, P. Regreny, R. Baets, D. Van Thourhout,
“Heterogeneous InP on SOI Integration for the Realization of All-Optical
Logic Devices,” Conference on Integrated Photonics Research (IPR’10),
invited, United States (2010).
11. K. Huybrechts, L. Liu, R. Kumar, T. Spuesens, G. Roelkens, E.-J. Geluk,
T. de Vries, M.K. Smit, P. Regreny, P. Rojo-Romeo D. Van Thourhout,
R. Baets, G. Morthier, “Digital photonics using microdisk lasers heterogeneously integrated in SOI,” 15th European Conference on Integrated
Optics (ECIO 2010), invited, p.WeF1, United Kingdom (2010).
12. R. Kumar, K. Huybrechts, L. Liu, G. Roelkens, T. Spuesens, E.-J. Geluk,
T. De Vries, D. Van Thourhout, R. Baets, G. Morthier, “An ultra-small,
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low-power all-optical flip-flop memory on a silicon chip, Optical Fiber
Communication Conference (OFC/NFOEC 2010),p.OTuN7, United States
(2010).
13. K. Huybrechts, R. Baets, G. Morthier, “All-optical signal processing with
standard edge-emitting laser diodes,” 14th Annual Symposium of the
IEEE Photonics Society Benelux Chapter, Belgium, p.25-28 (2009).
14. K. Huybrechts, A. Ali, R. Baets, G. Morthier, “Novel concept for all-optical
flip-flop operation in a single DBR laser diode,” 22nd Annual Meeting of
the IEEE Photonics Society, Turkey, ThF2 (2009).
15. Y. De Koninck, K. Huybrechts, G. Van der Sande, J. Danckaert, R. Baets,
G. Morthier, “Nonlinear dynamics of asymmetrically coupled microdisk
lasers,” 22nd Annual Meeting of the IEEE Photonics Society, Turkey, WN4
(2009).
16. K. Huybrechts, A. Ali, T. Tanemura, Y. Nakano, G. Morthier, “Numerical
and experimental study of the switching times and energies of DFB laser
based all-optical flip-flops,” Photonics in Switching, Italy, p.WeI2-6 (2009).
17. K. Huybrechts, A. Ali, G. Morthier, “All-optical 2R regeneration and wavelength conversion at 10 Gb/s using a single bistable DFB laser diode,”
Photonics in Switching, Italy, FrII2-6 (2009).
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2

DFB laser all-optical flip-flop

Distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes are the standard transmitters in most
advanced optical communication systems. They have a number of advantages
over other laser types such as their stable single-mode behaviour and low noise
operation. In this chapter, it will be shown that besides their already widespread use as optical transmitters, DFB laser diodes can also be applied for advanced optical signal processing. It will be demonstrated that they present a
hysteresis under the injection of external light and that this hysteresis can be
used to obtain fast flip-flop operation with low pulse energies. The fact that the
concept comprises a single active element fabricated with a mature technology,
is an important asset compared with previously reported all-optical flip-flops.
This chapter will start with a concise introduction on semiconductor laser
diodes. The properties of DFB laser diodes with respect to their structure, mode
selectivity and carrier dynamics are discussed in more detail. The concept of the
hysteresis and the flip-flop operation is first illustrated with simulations and the
most important parameters are examined. Experimental results confirm this
and it will be shown that fast and robust flip-flop operation is possible. In chapters 6 and 7, we describe how this component can be applied in more systembased approaches such as all-optical packet switching and regeneration.
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2.1 Semiconductor DFB laser diodes
The concept of distributed feedback lasers was proposed in the early seventies [1, 2]. The first experimental demonstrations were performed using optically pumped devices [3, 4] and, later on, also with electrically pumped devices having a single [5] and double heterostructure [6]. These experiments were
done at cryogenic temperatures (80 K) and it took till the mid-seventies for the
first demonstrations of DFB laser diodes operating at room temperature [7, 8].
Since the 1990s, DFB laser diodes have become the main optical source in fiberbased telecommunication systems and their properties have been examined extensively during the past decades. Before explaining the concept of all-optical
flip-flop operation in a DFB laser diode, we will give a concise introduction on
the basic principles of laser operation and the feedback mechanism of a Bragg
grating.

2.1.1 Introduction
Laser operation requires a material that provides optical gain in combination
with feedback from a resonator. The feedback will assure that part of the optical field passing through a given point returns to the point repeatedly. If the
delay is equal to an integral number of optical periods, the gain of the laser will
add up the fields coherently and in phase through the process of stimulated
emission. This will result in a phase condition that will only be fulfilled at specific frequencies. When the optical amplification is sufficiently high, the process
of stimulated emission will become dominant and a sustained, self-consistent
mode will exist at these frequencies. Through the mode selectivity of the resonator structure, light corresponding to the resonance frequencies will experience more amplification and coherent light emission will occur.
Different materials can provide the required optical gain [9], but we will
restrict ourselves to semiconductor compounds in this work. Radiation in a
semiconductor material occurs when an electron in the conduction band recombines with a hole in the valence band. The energy of the emitted photon
corresponds to the energy of the band gap. Until recently, only materials with
a direct band gap could be used for this conversion of electrons to photons.
These direct band gap materials are typically III-V semiconductor compounds
(such as AlGaAs, InGaAs and InGaAsP). These first semiconductor lasers were
demonstrated almost simultaneously by four different groups in 1962 [10–13].
Very recently, also lasing operation in germanium (group IV) was demonstrated [14] which creates new possibilities for integrated photonics but will not
be discussed further in this work. The possibility of using an electrical pump
(opposed to an optical pump) is the main advantage of semiconductor lasers.
Because of their efficient operation, it is possible to fabricate semiconductor
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a Fabry-Pérot laser cavity and a distributed feedback laser cavity with their respective lasing spectra.

lasers with very small dimensions which allow fast switching and modulation
of the optical power. Moreover, the bandgap energy can be continuously varied
over a substantial range in ternary and quarternary semiconductor compounds,
which facilitates to vary the operating wavelength and thereby to cover most of
the visible, near-infrared and mid-infrared spectral areas.
The resonator structure defines the longitudinal modes in which lasing can
occur through the phase resonance condition. The most straightforward structure of a laser cavity is given by reflections on the end facets and is referred to
as the Fabry-Pérot laser (see Figure 2.1). In this case, the light should fulfill the
phase resonance condition requiring that the total phase shift of a complete
round trip is a multiple of 2π. This condition can be expressed in terms of the
wavelength as:
λm 2L
=
(m = 1, 2, . . .)
(2.1)
ne
m
with L the length of the cavity and n e the effective refractive index. As can be
seen from the above equation, this results in equally spaced cavity modes m in
the frequency domain. The mode spacing is, however, very small (∆λ=0.3 nm
for L=400 µm). The spectral width of the gain material will therefore extend
over multiple longitudinal modes which results in a lasing spectrum with different peaks. The existence of multiple longitudinal modes will limit the use
of Fabry-Pérot lasers for telecommunication applications because of chromatic
dispersion effects in optical fibers.
Distributed feedback lasers differ from Fabry-Pérot laser diodes in the design of their cavity structure. Instead of using reflections at the end facets,
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the feedback is distributed along the cavity by diffraction on a Bragg grating
(see Figure 2.1). This is realized by a periodic variation of the thickness of the
cladding layers introducing a periodic sequence of layers with a high and low
effective index. Subsequent reflections on these layers will generate a coupling
between forward and backward propagating waves in a similar way as reflection
on the end facets in a Fabry-Pérot structure. The main difference is the strong
wavelength selectivity in the coupling wich will enable single mode operation.
This type of resonance can be described in a similar way as a periodic sequence
of multilayer dielectric mirrors and constructive reflection can be expected at
λm 2Λ
=
ne
m

(m = 1, 2, . . .)

(2.2)

for a given pitch Λ. The above condition ensures that reflections from different unit cells of the periodic perturbation add up in phase and is referred to
as the Bragg condition. Typically, DFB laser diodes have a length of 400 µm
and to operate at the telecommunication wavelength of λ=1550 nm their pitch
is Λ=230 nm. The above Bragg condition is similar to the phase condition of
Fabry-Pérot structures (Equation 2.1), but the mode spacing is much wider. Indeed, the difference between two adjacent Bragg windows can be estimated
as ∆λ=0.75 µm. Because the gain material in semiconductors has a spectral
range of about 30 nm, the grating will force the laser diode to operate unimodal.
Therefore, we will omit the higher order Bragg modes in our further description.
The Bragg condition is often represented by the minimization of the Bragg
deviation:
2πn e π
− .
(2.3)
∆β =
λ
Λ
The strong interaction between forward and backward propagating waves in
the vicinity of ∆β=0 will ensure the single mode operation of the laser diode.
Changes in the pitch of the periodic variation Λ or the effective index n e will
directly influence the laser wavelength. This enables a tight wavelength control (e.g. by thermal tuning) but the fabrication of the small pitch also causes
technological difficulties.

2.1.2 Rate equations
Lasing in a semiconductor material is described in its simplest form by the rate
equations. They mathematically represent the interaction between the carrier
density N and the number of photons S m in mode m within the active layer [15].
The first equation describes the evolution of the carrier density N :
X G(N , λm )S m
I
dN
=
− AN − B N 2 −C N 3 −
dt
qVact
Vact
m

(2.4)
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The first term represents the injection of carriers (with charge q) originating
from the electrical current I in the active volume Vact . The summation corresponds to the stimulated emission in the different cavity modes m. Spontaneous carrier recombination is represented by the other terms. Recombination via traps (Shockley-Read-Hall) and surfaces involves only one carrier and
is therefore represented by AN . The bimolecular recombination is a process in
which an electron and hole are involved and is therefore given by the quadratic
term B N 2 . The recombination process where the energy released by electronhole recombination is transferred to another electron, is refered to as Auger recombination and represented by C N 3 . In some cases, a simpler form of the
above equation is used by linearizing the recombination terms in one single
term as N /τc with τc the carrier lifetime:
dN
I
N X G(N , λm )S m
=
−
−
dt
qVact τc m
Vact

(2.5)

The second equation describes the evolution of the number of photons
within the active layer of the cavity for the different modes. The relevant processes that are involved are stimulated and spontaneous emission (through
which photons are created) and absorption and mirror losses.
µ
¶
1
dS m
= G(N , λm ) −
S m + R sp
dt
τp

(2.6)

The first term (with G(N , λm )) corresponds to the stimulated emission rate
which is proportional to the average number of photons. The last term (with
R sp ) accounts for the spontaneous emission of photons and is sometimes also
described as a fraction of the bimolecular recombination B N 2 . The losses inside
the cavity are accounted for by the photon lifetime τp and can be decomposed
in two components:
1
= v g (αint + αfac )
(2.7)
τp
with v g the group velocity, αint the internal cavity losses and αfac representing
the photons that leave the cavity at the end facets.
The gain G appearing in the above equations is proportional to the material
gain g :
G(N , λm ) = Γg (N , λm )v g

(2.8)

with Γ the mode confinement factor which describes how much of the mode is
confined in the active region. Both experimental and theoretical studies indicate that the gain g in a bulk material can be described linearly as:
g = g 0 (N − N0 )

(2.9)
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where g 0 = d g /d N is the differential gain (typically ~10−16 cm2 ) and N0 is the
carrier density at transparency. For quantum wells, the gain will have a sublinear expression.
It is convenient to express the electric field E m of mode m in terms of the
number of photons S m and the phase φm [15]:
p
(2.10)
E m (t ) = S m exp( j φm t )

2.1.3 Coupled mode theory for DFB lasers
The above rate equations give insight in the intricate lasing process but they
do not allow to describe the influence of the Bragg grating on the coupling between forward and backward propagating waves. Therefore, we will introduce
the coupled mode theory for DFB lasers. It will be shown that a λ/4-shift needs
to be introduced in the middle of the grating to fulfill the phase resonance condition in order to obtain single mode operation. The derivation can be found in
a more elaborate form in standard literature on DFB lasers [15–17].
The field inside the laser diode can be written as the sum of a forward F (z)
and backward B (z) propagating wave:
E (z) = F (z) exp( j βz) + B (z) exp(− j βz)

(2.11)

with β the wave propagation constant.
The grating will introduce a coupling between the forward and backward
propagating waves. The reflected waves will add up constructively with each
other at the Bragg wavelength. Typically, the coupling is described by the coupling coefficient κ which is proportional to the variation of the effective index ∆n. The spatial evolution of the forward and backward propagating waves
can be described with coupled mode equations as [15–17]:
dF (z)
= (γ − j ∆β)F (z) − j κB (z)
(2.12)
dz
dB (z)
= −(γ − j ∆β)B (z) − j κF (z)
(2.13)
dz
with γ the gain for the field in a DFB laser with non-reflecting facets (corresponding to (Γg −αint )/2 and ∆β the Bragg deviation as defined in Equation 2.3.
These equations constitute a set of two coupled, linear, first-order, ordinary
differential equations for the functions F (z) and B (z). They can be solved if we
know F and B at a given point, for example z = z 0 . The general solution can be
written as:
¶
µ
jκ
γ − j ∆β
F (z) =
cosh(Sz) +
sinh(Sz) F (z 0 ) −
sinh(Sz)B (z 0 ) (2.14)
S
S
µ
¶
jκ
γ − j ∆β
B (z) =
sinh(Sz)F (z 0 ) + cosh(Sz) −
sinh(Sz) B (z 0 ) (2.15)
S
S
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with S given by:
S 2 = |κ|2 + (γ − j ∆β)2 .

(2.16)

Hence, the above equations can be developed as a transfer matrix function T:
Ã
! Ã
!Ã
!
F (z)
T11 (z − z 0 ) T12 (z − z 0 )
F (z 0 )
=
.
(2.17)
B (z)
T21 (z − z 0 ) T22 (z − z 0 )
B (z 0 )
In order to find the solution of these equations, we need to apply the right
boundary conditions. We will start by using the standard DFB laser structure
with both facets carrying AR coatings. When setting z = L and z 0 = 0, we can
then find the resonance condition by setting T22 (L) = 0 as boundary condition:
SL coth(SL) − (γL − j ∆βL) = 0

(2.18)

The solutions for this equation in the γL versus ∆βL plane are depicted in Figure 2.2 for different values of the normalized coupling constant κL. We can observe that, for this structure, there is no mode at the Bragg wavelength ∆βL = 0.
There is a stop band between the two first order modes situated symmetrically
around the Bragg wavelength with a width that increases with increasing values of κL. Because the two first order modes have exactly the same gain, the
laser will show multimode operation at their threshold. The degeneracy can be
explained by looking at the sum of the distributed reflections at z 1 and z 2 in
Figure 2.3. The phase shift for propagating along half a period Λ/2 is π/2 and
the subsequent interface reflections alternate between 0 and π. Therefore, the
fields of the distributed reflections will add up constructively at z 1 and z 2 . When
there is no λ/4-shift in the middle of the grating, the bidirectional propagation
across [z 1 , z 2 ] would add an additional phase shift of π which would make the
total round-trip time in the cavity (2p + 1)π with p integer. Therefore, no mode
will occur at the Bragg wavelength because the round-trip phase is not a multiple of 2π.
This problem can be solved by introducing a λ/4-shift in the middle of the
grating [18, 19] as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This will add an additional phase
shift of π to the round-trip phase which will lift the mode degeneracy. This
can be described mathematically by adjusting the matrix transfer function into
T(L/2)T(Λ/2) T(L/2). After carrying out the matrix multiplications, the oscillation condition is found by:
µ ¶
SL
− (γL − j ∆βL ± κL) = 0
(2.19)
SL coth
2
The solutions for these equations in the γL versus ∆βL plane are depicted
in Figure 2.4 for different values of the normalized coupling constant κL. The
structure with a λ/4-shift has a single lowest order mode at the Bragg wavelength (∆βL = 0). Moreover, this mode has a lower loss than the other modes
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Figure 2.2: The solutions of the coupled mode equations for a grating without
λ/4-shift have a stop band around ∆β = 0. The values of the normalized coupling constant κL range from 0.1 to 5 in steps of 0.1.
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Figure 2.3: Physical explanation of the insertion of a λ/4-shift in the middle
of the grating [15].
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Figure 2.4: The insertion of a λ/4-shift results in single mode operation at
∆β = 0. The values of the normalized coupling constant κL range from
0.1 to 5 in steps of 0.1.

which means that it will dominate. We can conclude from this analysis that λ/4shifted DFB lasers with anti-reflection coated facets will exhibit single mode lasing operation at the Bragg wavelength and are therefore the preferred lasers in
WDM telecommunication systems.

2.2 Concept of the all-optical flip-flop
In this section, we will demonstrate that a longitudinal variation in the carrier
density can be established by injecting external light in the laser. It will be shown
that these variations affect the index of refraction and therefore the feedback
properties of the grating, ultimately resulting in bistable behaviour. Finally, the
bistability can be utilized to establish all-optical flip-flop operation by injecting
pulses alternately on both sides of the device.

Longitudinal spatial hole burning
When we introduced the rate equations in section 2.1.2, a uniform distribution
of the carriers along the laser cavity was assumed. Here, we will study the effect
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of variations in carrier distribution. Such variations on the carrier density are
refered to in literature as longitudinal spatial hole burning [20]. A λ/4-shifted
DFB laser diode above threshold will have small variations in carrier density,
even when it is operating under steady state conditions. These small variations
originate from the non-uniform optical power distribution inside the laser cavity. The place along the laser where the spatial hole burning occurs is different
depending on the strength of the coupling from the grating [15]. One can distinguish between undercoupled (κL < 1) and overcoupled lasers (κL > 1). In
undercoupled lasers, the holes tend to appear on the edges of the laser while for
overcoupled lasers the holes are in the middle of the grating. These variations in
the static behaviour of single laser diodes can be considered very small and do
not have a large influence on the laser operation. In fact, these small differences
will be omitted in our further analysis and we will consider the distribution of
the carriers in a single laser diode as (quasi) uniform.
When external light at a wavelength outside the stop-band of the DFB grating is injected in the DFB laser, this light will not experience any feedback while
travelling through the laser section. Instead, it will experience an amplification
which results in a power increase throughout the cavity. This longitudinal variation in photon density will have a profound effect on the carrier density distribution. Indeed, we can recall the strong interaction between photon and carrier
density from the rate equations (Equation 2.4). With an additional term for the
externally injected light, we find that under steady state conditions (dN /dt =0):
N (z) G(N (z), λlas )S las G(N (z), λinj )S inj (z)
I
−
−
−
=0
qVact
τc
Vact
Vact

(2.20)

The gain can be approximated to be linearly dependent on the carrier density
for bulk materials. We can then see from the above equation that when the photon density of the injected light S inj (z) is sufficiently high, it will cause a strong
non-uniformity in the carrier density distribution N (z). In Figure 2.5, a simulation result for the longitudinal carrier density with and without injected light is
depicted. As described previously, the small bump in the distribution without
the injected light originates from the previously mentioned spatial hole burning
in the middle of an overcoupled laser. The simulation method and results will
be further discussed in section 2.3.
Variations in the carrier density are known to influence the index of refraction of the material [21, 22]. This is caused by the free carrier plasma effect
in combination with changes in the spectral shape of the band-gap. Measurements of the change in refractive index due to carrier fluctuations indicate that
dn/dN = -1.8 10−20 cm3 .
The longitudinal variation in the index of refraction will consequently lead
to a distortion of the Bragg grating. The z-dependence of the refractive index
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Figure 2.5: The distribution of carriers along the laser section with and without external light injection for a DFB laser with κL=1.2 and length
L=400 µm. The holding beam is injected from the left side of the laser.
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will result in deviations from the Bragg condition:
∆β(z) =

2πn e (N (z)) π
− .
λ
Λ

(2.21)

Therefore, when the injected light is sufficiently strong, the feedback from the
grating at the Bragg wavelength will not be adequate anymore to support lasing
operation. The losses in the laser cavity will increase and lasing will be suppressed.

Bistability
An optical bistability refers to a situation where two different output states are
associated with the same input depending on the history of the device [23].
The longitudinal spatial hole burning by injection of external light (as described
above) can result in an optical bistability. Indeed, we can distinguish two different states that can both exist under the same level of optical input power:
State 1: laser ON
In the first state, the laser is lasing which means that the gain is clamped and,
therefore, relatively small. Because the wavelength of the injected light is outside the stop-band of the DFB grating, it will pass through the laser without
experiencing any feedback. Essentially, the laser will act as an amplifier on the
injected light. However, because the gain is clamped, the amplification is very
small and its impact on the lasing operation will not be significant. Because the
power of the injected light will be quasi uniform throughout the laser cavity, the
corresponding Bragg deviations are neglectable.
State 2: laser OFF
In the second state, the laser is switched off and the injected light experiences
a large amplification throughout the laser cavity. As described previously, this
power increase through the laser cavity will influence the uniformity of the carrier density and, therefore, introduces changes in the refractive index. The Bragg
grating is distorted and the losses at the Bragg wavelength increase significantly.
The threshold for lasing will rise and the laser will remain switched off.
Because the two states are self-sustainable, an optical bistability can appear
when varying the injected optical power. In Figure 2.6, a simulation result for
the bistability in a DFB laser is depicted as a function of the injected optical
power. In the simulation, a DFB laser with anti-reflection coated facets and a
λ/4-shift in the middle is used having a length of L=400 µm, normalized coupling constant κL=1.2 and current injection of 4I th .
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Figure 2.6: The bistability in the laser output power (up) and the transmitted power of the holding beam (down) for a DFB laser with length
L=400 µm, normalized coupling constant κL=1.2 and current injection of 4I th .
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the flip-flop operation in a single DFB
laser.

Flip-flop operation
The bistability can be used for flip-flop operation by injecting light pulses alternately on both sides of the laser. The principle is depicted in Figure 2.7. We
start by injecting a holding beam with a power corresponding (approximately)
to the middle of the hysteresis in order to work in the bistable domain. When
a pulse is injected at the same side as the holding beam, it will introduce a
non-uniform distribution of the carriers which will cause the laser to switch off.
When the pulse is gone, the amplification of the holding beam throughout the
cavity will ensure the non-uniformity of the carriers leaving the laser switched
off. To switch the laser on, a pulse from the other side is injected. This will restore the uniformity of the carrier distribution and restarts laser operation. The
switching of the flip-flop can be very fast because it relies on relatively small
differences in carriers.

2.3 Simulations
Transmission-line laser model
To simulate the bistability and flip-flop operation in DFB lasers, we make use of
the transmission-line laser model (TLLM) [24, 25] implemented in the commercial software package VPI ComponentmakerTM [26]. This model allows to simulate efficiently the spatial hole burning effects that arise when injecting light in
the DFB laser. A complete analysis on the validation of the model compared to
other simulation techniques can be found in [27].
A common approach to simulate laser diodes, is to solve a set of rate equations for the photon and carrier density. However, such calculations do not take
the longitudinal inhomogeneities of the carrier and photon distribution into account. Transmission-line laser modeling will divide a laser section into different longitudinal segments and solve the rate equations in the time-domain for
every segment (see Figure 2.8a-b). In each segment, all the parameters are as-
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sumed to be constant, but overall it will enable the study of the longitudinal
variation of parameters throughout the laser section. It also allows to work over
a continuous range of wavelengths which is a necessity in our calculations because the injected light has a different wavelength than the lasing frequency.
In the transmission-line laser model, each segment contains a scattering
node that calculates the gain (stimulated emission), loss (scattering, absorption) and noise (spontaneous emission) experienced by the light during propagation through the segment. These nodes are connected by transmission-lines
which represent the waveguide delay during one time step. The scattering will
generate reflected forward and backward waves from the incident forward and
backward waves. The connections propagate these reflected fields to the adjacent nodes where they become incident waves again on the next time step. The
output constitutes therefore of a stream of optical field samples separated by the
model time step. Taking a Fourier transform generates the optical spectrum.
To include the feedback originating from the grating in a DFB laser, the
TLLM is modified by adding impedance mismatches along the model. Alternate low and high impedance transmission-line sections will resemble the
structure of the DFB grating by introducing the required coupling between the
forward and backward waves for distributed feedback (see Figure 2.8c). It is also
possible to add phase-shifts on one or more sections facilitating the inclusion of
the λ/4-shift in the middle of the DFB laser. Studies have shown that a relatively
small number of these cross-coupling points can mimic the behaviour of the
thousands of periods in a real DFB laser [25].
Using this simulation model, we can study the influence of structural parameters on the static and dynamic behaviour of the DFB all-optical flip-flop. A
complete set of parameters is given in [28].
The hysteresis characteristic is simulated by injecting a continuous wave
holding beam with a wavelength outside the stop-band of the DFB grating. A
sweep of the input power of the holding beam is done by means of a variable
attenuator. An optical band-pass filter will separate the laser light from the injected light. The input power values are depicted versus the laser output power
(or transmitted power) values and the simulation is done subsequently with increasing and decreasing power levels. For each simulation the stopband frequency was adjusted to operate exactly at a wavelength of 1.57 µm (arbitrarily
chosen). The injected light is at a wavelength of 1.56 µm unless stated otherwise. We use λ/4-shifted lasers with AR-coatings to enforce single-mode operation of the laser and increase the spatial hole burning effects.
With dynamic simulations, we can also study the influence of the structural
parameters on the switching times of the flip-flop operation. We do this by
adding light pulses on both sides of the input of the laser model. This has been
done extensively in [28]. In general, the structural differences have very little ef-
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Figure 2.8: (a) The transmission-line laser modes divides the laser section
into multiple segments. (b) Each segment contains a node where
the rate equations are calculated and the fields are transferred to the
next node by transmission-lines. (c) To include the feedback from the
Bragg grating subsequent high and low impedance lines are placed
along the laser section.
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Figure 2.9: The influence of the injected current on the bistable characteristic
for a DFB laser with length L = 600 µm, κL = 1.8 and I t h = 26.5 mA.

fect on the dynamic operation and the differences in switching time were mostly
within an error margin of 5 ps. The most influential parameter for the switching
speed is the normalized coupling coefficient κL as it has also the largest influence on the static hysteresis properties (see below).

Influence of current
First, we look at the influence of the bias current on the properties of the hysteresis. An increase in current will not only result in higher output powers, but
will also widen the hysteresis (see Figure 2.9). The main reason is that for lower
injection currents, the laser will switch off sooner due to the overall carrier depletion by the injected field. As explained later, we observed in experiments also
an overall shift towards higher optical input powers.

Influence of injected wavelength
As mentioned previously, the wavelength of the injected light should be outside the stop-band of the DFB grating. The influence of the wavelength of the
injected light on the bistability characteristic is depicted in Figure 2.10. One
can see that for wavelengths that differ 2.5 nm from the lasing wavelength, the
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Figure 2.10: The influence of the wavelength of the injected light for a DFB
laser with length L = 400 µm, κL = 1.2 and I bias = 4I th .

same hysteresis characteristic can be obtained throughout the gain spectrum of
the laser diode. At closer wavelengths, the injected light will excite higher order
modes in the laser by injection-locking. This often results in time-dependent
behaviour which does not allow to calculate a static hysteresis curve. The large
spectral range over which the hysteresis effect in the DFB laser diode can be demonstrated, allows for broadband operation and is one of the main advantages
of this technique.

Influence of coupling coefficient
As can be seen from Figure 2.11, the hysteresis will narrow and shift to lower
input powers for decreasing values of the normalized coupling coefficient κL.
The devices have a current I bias = 4I th and equal lengths (L = 400µm). In general, devices with a lower coupling coefficient will have a higher threshold gain
because they generate less feedback. Therefore, the injected light will experience a stronger amplification when the coupling coefficient is low. Hence, the
laser will switch off at lower injected powers.

Validity of κL for classification
Hysteresis curves are plotted for a fixed value of the normalized coupling coefficient (κL = 1.2) but with different combinations of length and coupling coeffi-
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Figure 2.11: The influence of the coupling coefficient on the bistable characteristic for a DFB laser with length L = 400 µm and I bias = 4I th .

cient (see Figure 2.12). The losses are neglected and the bias current is chosen
such that the output powers are equal with no light injected. We can see that
the variations are small and can conclude that the normalized coupling coefficient is a good measure to characterize the hysteresis effect. However, for laser
devices with a longer length, the injected light will experience the amplification over a longer distance which will make the longitudinal spatial hole burning effect more pronounced. Therefore, we can observe a small shift to lower
input powers when using longer devices that have lower coupling coefficients.
Because the variations are small, we consider the value of the normalized coupling coefficient κL as an important parameter in the characterization of the
hysteresis.

Influence of carrier lifetime
In Figure 2.13, the influence of the carrier lifetime (τc ) can be observed. One
can clearly observe that the threshold of the bistability shifts towards higher input power levels (resulting in a smaller bistable region) when the carrier lifetime decreases and even disappears completely when the carrier lifetime becomes too small. This is not surprising since a smaller carrier lifetime means
that a certain power non-uniformity corresponds to a smaller carrier density
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Figure 2.12: The bistable characteristics are very similar for fixed values of κL.

non-uniformity. Therefore, the spatial hole burning will become much weaker.
It should be noted, however, that the hysteresis can still be obtained for these
smaller carrier lifetimes by increasing the bias current.
Because the influence of the series resistance of the laser diode is similar to
that of the carrier lifetime, one can also conclude from this analysis that the series resistance of the laser diode should not be too small. However, this does not
account for the thermal effects that can accompany larger values of the series
resistance.

Influence of anti-reflection coated facets
The quality of the anti-reflection coating of the facets has a definite influence on
the hysteresis. This is illustrated in Figure 2.14. One can see that the hysteresis
disappears for anti-reflection coatings larger than 1%. This can be explained by
the backward reflection of the injected light which will destroy the spatial hole
burning. Increasing the current can restore the hysteresis again.
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Figure 2.13: The influence of the carrier lifetime on the bistable characteristic
for a DFB laser with length L = 400 µm, κL = 1.2.
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Figure 2.14: The influence of the quality of the anti-reflection coating for a
DFB laser with length L = 400 µm, κL = 1.2.
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Figure 2.15: The simulated switching times for a DFB laser with length L =
400 µm, κL=1.2 and differential gain g 0 = 3 10−16 cm2 . The rectangular pulses have durations of 200 ps for reset and 125 ps for set. (Courtesy of [28])

Dynamic simulations
Using the same simulation tool, it is possible to study also the switching times
of the flip-flip operation [28, 29]. Besides the holding beam, also pulses were
injected at both sides of the laser diode. The pulse durations are 200 ps for reset
and 125 ps for set. We found minimal switching times of 10-15 ps for the 10%90% rise time and 20-30 ps for the fall time (see figure 2.15). In general, it was
found that most laser parameters have little influence on the simulated switching speed. The normalized coupling coefficient κL can be considered the most
influential parameter [28].

2.4 Experimental results
The above concept of flip-flop operation in a DFB laser was demonstrated experimentally. We used a λ/4-shifted DFB laser diode provided by Alcatel-Thales
III-V labs. The device has a length of 400 µm and the corrugation has an estimated κL-value of 1.6. The lasing wavelength is 1553 nm and the threshold
current is 30 mA. The laser needs an accurate anti-reflection coating in order
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Figure 2.16: A photograph of the measurement stage (left) and the device under test (right).

to avoid that backward reflections destroy the spatial hole burning. Therefore,
we use laser diodes with an anti-reflection coating of 0.01% at both facets. The
device is unpackaged and we use lensed fibers to couple the light at the facets
to our test equipment. The coupling with lensed fibers introduces additional
losses which can differ in subsequent measurements as the alignment of the
fibers is changed. Therefore, the values of the pulse energies and the power of
the holding beam that are mentioned below, are the ones measured in-fiber and
give an upper-limit of the actual value in the device. The losses of the fiber coupling can typically be estimated to be between 3 and 5 dB. Small distortions due
to reflections at opposing fiber facets were also observed which was solved by
tilting the device under a small angle.
A picture of the device under measurement conditions is given in Figure 2.16. We connect the electrical contacts of the laser diode by electrical
probes through which we sent a current. The device is positioned on a stage
which has a built-in Peltier element to control the temperature.
First, we measure the bistability in the DFB laser by injecting continuous
wave light in the device. The set-up is depicted in Figure 2.17. The continuous wave light comes from a (tunable) laser diode and is amplified through
an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). We use a variable attenuator to adjust
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Figure 2.17: Schematic of the measurement set-up for the bistability.

the power of this holding beam. A circulator is used to separate the light of the
DFB laser from the injected continuous wave. A tunable optical band-pass filter
(OBPF) is set at the laser frequency with an optical bandwidth of 0.3 nm. This
will filter out the light from the holding beam that is partially reflected on the
facets of the lensed fibers. Instead of a filter, it is also possible to measure the
power at the lasing frequency on a spectrum analyzer. To avoid unwanted reflections in our measurements, we make use of angled fiber facets (APC) to connect the optical fibers in the set-up. Polarization controlling wheels are used
to adjust the polarization of the incoming light because the DFB laser was not
designed to be polarization insensitive.
The measured bistabilities for different values of the current injection are
depicted in Figure 2.18. The wavelength of the injected holding beam is arbitrarily chosen at 1543 nm. The bistability starts to appear at 120 mA which corresponds to 4 times the threshold current of the device. The widening of the
hysteresis at higher injection currents was already discussed in the simulations.
However - contrary to the simulations - we observe also a shift towards higher
input powers. This shift might be explained by an increase in the internal temperature of the laser which reduces its gain. As can be seen on the graphs, the
extinction ratio is over 30 dB.
To measure the flip-flop operation, we conduct dynamic measurements
with a set-up as illustrated in Figure 2.19. Light of a tunable laser is sent through
a modulator in order to generate pulses. The modulator is driven by a pulse pattern generator (PPG) with the clock at 10 GHz. The pulses have a duration of
100 ps and the repetition rate can be easily adjusted by programming the PPG.
The modulator supports only one polarization which can be controlled by polarization controlling wheels. After amplification of the pulses by an EDFA, an
optical band-pass filter (OBPF) is used to remove the amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) from the signal. The pulses are split by a 3 dB coupler and sent
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Figure 2.18: Experimental result for the bistability in the laser diodes.

to the two laser facets. A short delay line is introduced in one of the two arms to
control the time delay between the set and reset pulses. The pulses on the left
of the DFB laser are the reset-pulses and are therefore combined with the holding beam (as discussed above). The power of the holding beam corresponds
to a value where the DFB laser is bistable. The power and polarization of the
set- and reset-pulses can be adjusted by variable attenuators and polarization
controlling wheels.
When we perform the experiment, fast flip-flop operation can be observed
as illustrated in Figure 2.20. Switching times around 40 ps can be achieved. For
these experiments, the minimal pulse energies are in the order of a few hundred femto-Joules (200 fJ set and 500 fJ reset as reported in [30]). However,
these values may vary between consecutive experiments because the energies
are measured in-fiber without accounting for the variable alignment losses. In
Figure 2.21, the evolution of the switching speed as a function of the pulse energies can be observed. The measurement of the fall time was not possible at
pulse energies higher than 840 fJ due to limitations of the set-up. The set pulses
were injected at a wavelength of 1540 nm and the reset pulses at 1545 nm (arbitrarily chosen). We can observe from this graph that higher pulse energies will
result in faster flip-flop operation. However, there seems to be a floor around
40 - 50 ps. In comparing these experimental results with the simulations where
switching times between 10-20 ps should be viable, it is important to have in
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Figure 2.19: Schematic of the measurement set-up for the flip-flop operation.
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(a)
500 ps/div

90.0%

41 ps

90.0%

39 ps
10.0%
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(b)
200 ps/div

200 ps/div

Figure 2.20: Experimental demonstration of fast flip-flop operation in a single
DFB laser diode under injection of a holding beam. (a) Output of the
DFB laser at 1553 nm when subjected to 100 ps long set and reset
pulses separated by 1.65 ns. (b) Details of the leading and trailing
edges of the laser output enabling the determination of the rise and
fall times.

mind that the set and reset pulses in the experiments have rise and fall times of
about 30 ps which significantly limits the speed of the switching. The overshoot
which is clearly visible from Figure 2.20, will disappear at lower pulse powers.
The same flip-flop experiment was also carried out using very short pulses
from an actively mode-locked fiber laser. Because the short pulse source generates pulses at very high repetition rates (5 - 10 GHz), the signal was first sent
through an optical modulator to suppress some of the pulses in order to lower
the repetition rate (typically between 500 MHz - 3 GHz). Because the modulator has a limited extinction ratio, the pulses are in general not completely suppressed. This resulted in a slightly distorted input signal and complicated the
measurements. We used pulses with a duration of 7 ps for the experiment. The
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Figure 2.21: Experimentally measured rise and fall times for flip-flop operation as a function of pulse energies.
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Figure 2.22: Experimental demonstration of flip-flop operation in a DFB laser
diode with pulse durations of 7 ps.

pulse energies were measured to be 75 fJ (set) and 190 fJ (reset). The flip-flop
operation is shown in Figure 2.22. The switch-on time was rather slow (75 ps)
but the switch-off was measured to be 20 ps which corresponds to the maximal
speed of the sampling scope and could therefore be even faster. The fast switchoff measured with the short pulses suggests that the limited rise and fall time of
the pulses in the previous experiments have an influence on the total switching
times. Because the distortions on the input signals caused by the limited extinction ratio of the modulator, it was not possible to perform a more complete
study of the relationship between the pulse energies and the switching times.
We studied also the influence of the the holding beam power on the switching speeds. One could expect that a holding beam power close to one of the
edges of the hysteresis would favor the switching to one specific state. In order to have a broader hysteresis for these experiments, we biased the laser at a
higher current (150 mA). In our experiments (Figure 2.23), we see no significant
influence of the holding beam power on the switching speed. Because the hysteresis is still rather small, amplitude noise on the input signals may cause the
effect (if present) to average out.
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Figure 2.23: Changes in the holding beam power have no significant influence on the switching times. The error bars indicate the standard
deviation on the averaged switching times.
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2.5 Discussion and conclusions
It was shown that - under injection of a holding beam - we can obtain a hysteresis in the output of a distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode with anti-reflection
coated facets. The effect originates from the longitudinal distribution of the
carriers (spatial hole burning). Using simulations with a transmission-line laser
moder (TLLM), it was investigated which parameters are influential. Experiments show that a hysteresis with an extinction ratio larger than 30 dB is possible. When pulses are injected intermittently from both sides of the laser diode,
we can switch between the two states and obtain flip-flop operation. Switching
times as low as 40 ps are possible using pulses with a duration of 100 ps. The
minimal pulse energies are of the order of a few 100 fJ’s.
Compared to most other concepts in literature [31–34], the footprint and
power consumption of this device are significantly smaller. The disadvantage of
the necessity of a holding beam for the flip-flop operation in a DFB laser can be
addressed by distributing one single holding beam over an array of
Moreover, only very complicated set-ups consisting of several active elements [34] are able to outperform the fast switching times but these require
a very large power consumption and the use of several optical isolators which
are difficult to integrate on-chip. Recent developments of polarization switching in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [35–37] suggest that they
can be a viable alternative. However, VCSELs are less suited for on-chip integration and the best results have been obtained at wavelengths of 980 nm.
The coupled ring lasers in [38] have a lower power consumption, footprint and
faster switching times but they have only been demonstrated in pulsed operation which complicates their use in practical applications. The recent results
we obtained on microdisk lasers [39] (further discussed in chapter 4) are better in terms of power consumption, footsize and pulse energies. However, the
small output power, limited extinction ratio and difficult wavelength control of
the microdisk lasers makes them rather suitable for on-chip communication instead of long-distance telecommunication networks.
The broadband operation and fast switching makes the DFB flip-flop an
ideal candidate to apply in all-optical packet switched networks (chapter 6). The
large power consumption will result in high output powers of the flip-flops (due
to the efficient lasing in DFB laser diodes) which is advantageous for optical
fiber communication. Moreover, DFB lasers have become the standard transmitter in optical networks. Their fabrication has been studied extensively during the past 30 years offering a reliable and already optimized process.
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3

DBR laser all-optical flip-flop

In this chapter, it will be shown that a distributed Bragg reflector laser can be
used as an all-optical flip-flop because of a hysteresis effect in its tuning characteristic. The main advantage of this approach compared to using distributed
feedback lasers is that there is no need for a holding beam. As before, there is
a single lasing wavelength that can be easily tuned to the wavelength division
multiplexed (WDM) system. There are however restrictions on the wavelength
of the injected pulses as will be discussed further.
First, a short introduction on the mode selectivity in a distributed Bragg reflector laser is given before the underlying physics that create the asymmetric
gain suppression responsible for the hysteresis in the tuning characteristic is explained. Afterwards, the concept for all-optical flip-flop operation is discussed
and simulated. Experimental results demonstrate that this approach enables
fast flip-flop operation with switching times below 100 ps and reasonable pulse
energies in the order of several picojoules.

3.1 Introduction
Distributed Bragg reflector lasers differ from distributed feedback lasers in the
sense that they have a grating outside the active section (see Figure 3.1). This
grating will act as a wavelength dependent mirror which reflectivity is maximal for those wavelengths that match the Bragg condition (Λ = m(λB /2n)).
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a DBR laser diode with a grating and gain section.
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Figure 3.2: The wavelength-dependent loss of the DBR grating allows the selection of a specific longitudinal mode.

The feedback for the longitudinal mode that corresponds to this wavelength
will therefore be significantly higher and this mode will reach the threshold
for lasing first. Once it becomes the dominant mode, it prevents the buildup
from spontaneous emission of the other longitudinal modes resulting in a single mode laser.
To tune the wavelength of a distributed bragg reflector laser, we inject a
small current on the grating section. The injection of carriers will change the
index of refraction [1] and therefore adjust the Bragg wavelength. As shown in
Figure 3.2, the lasing wavelength will hop between the different longitudinal
modes when the tuning current is changed.
When the current on the active section is raised to higher values (typically
above 100 mA), different nonlinear phenomena appear due to the high optical
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power in the lasing cavity. As described by Bogatov et al. [2], these nonlinear
effects introduce an asymmetric gain suppression in the laser cavity. As will be
described further, the asymmetry in the gain around the laser frequency will
introduce a hysteresis in the tuning characteristic. The complete theoretical
analysis of the underlying physics has been extensively studied in literature [2–
7] and falls therefore beyond the scope of this work. However, in the next section
a qualitative analysis will be given.

3.2 Nonlinear effects
In general, three different effects need to be taken into account to explain the
spectral asymmetry in the gain suppression. As will be explained further in this
section, four-wave mixing leading to carrier pulsations is strongly present at
lower frequencies. At higher frequencies, this effect becomes less pronounced
and intraband dynamics such as spectral hole burning and carrier heating become dominant.
In the presence of multiple modes, nonlinear wave mixing causes a pulsation of the carrier density [3]. Consider for example a laser beam at frequency
ω0 (pump) and a side mode at ω1 (probe). The carrier density will then experience a modulation at the beat frequency Ω = ω1 − ω0 . Such changes in carrier
density affect both the gain and the refractive index [1] of the active region, and
generate a dynamic population grating. This will influence the gain in frequencies around the lasing frequency. The effect is limited by the carrier lifetime
(typically a few hundred picoseconds), which means that the effect will start
decreasing at frequencies higher than 10 GHz.
Very fast intraband effects exist up to 10 THz, however with a much lower
amplitude. Intraband dynamics are refered to as processes that affect the shape
of the carrier distributions in energy space, but not the corresponding total carrier density. There are basically two different effects associated with intraband
dynamics that can distort the gain around the lasing frequency: spectral hole
burning and carrier heating [4–7].
Spectral hole burning arises from the high recombination rate of carriers
at energy levels that correspond to the lasing frequency. These recombined
carriers have to be replaced by newly injected carriers or by carriers from adjacent energy levels in order to keep the gain at a certain level. The replacement of carriers by carriers from adjacent energy levels happens through intraband carrier-carrier scattering on a time scale of 50-100 fs. Because the quasiequilibrium Fermi distribution is not restored instantaneously, the gain at frequencies around the lasing frequency will be compressed compared to the gain
at more distant frequencies. It is obvious that the magnitude of the resulting
gain suppression varies with the optical power in the cavity.
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Carrier heating describes the fact that the carrier temperatures may be different from the lattice temperature. The carrier temperatures relax towards the
lattice temperature by carrier-phonon scattering with a relaxation time of 0.51 ps. There are two different processes which will contribute in changing the
carrier temperatures in the device. The first is the process of stimulated emission which will remove the ‘cool’ carriers near the bottom of the band and therefore increases the temperature of the remaining carrier distribution. Second,
free carrier absorption will heat up the distribution because almost the entire
photon energy is given to the carrier distributions. Both of these heating processes will cause dynamic changes in the energy distribution of the carriers and
- as a consequence - they will induce changes in the gain function.
In a standard DBR laser, the cavity lengths range from 500 µm till 1000 µm.
The free spectral range of the cavity modes is therefore 0.3-0.6 nm, which means
that the beating frequency is below 75 GHz. For such frequencies, all of the
above effects contribute to an asymmetry in the gain profile. In figure 3.3, it is
shown how an asymmetric gain profile leads to hysteresis in the tuning characteristic [8, 9]. The asymmetry results in a higher gain for lower frequencies.
Therefore, the mode hop will occur at a different tuning current depending on
the initial lasing state. The relative frequency detuning of the Bragg grating between two lasing modes is indicated by δνB = (ν − ν0 )/∆ν with ν0 the lasing
frequency and ∆ν the mode spacing. When tuning the loss minimum to higher
values, the mode hop occurs between δνB = 0.70 and δνB = 0.75. The mode
hop would have occured at δνB = 0.50 if there was no gain suppression. After
the mode hop, the nonlinear gain profile also moves. When tuning the loss minimum in the other direction, the mode hop will occur between δνB = 0.55 and
δνB = 0.60. This difference in mode hopping frequencies will result in a spectral
hysteresis in the tuning characteristic.

3.3 Concept
The above-mentioned hysteresis effect can be succesfully applied for flip-flop
operation. The proposed techniques can be used for either a 2- or 3-section
DBR laser diode, or any other variant of the classical DBR laser diodes.
When the tuning current is set within the hysteresis, both frequencies are
equally possible. In that case, it is possible to switch between the two frequencies by using injection locking. To injection lock a laser, a light pulse at a certain
frequency is injected in the laser cavity so that the injected light will dominate
over the existing lasing mode and the laser starts lasing at the frequency of the
injected light. By using this technique, it is possible to induce flip-flop operation in the DBR laser. Indeed, by injecting light pulses alternately at the two
specified frequencies, it is possible to switch in the frequency domain result-
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Figure 3.3: The asymetric gain will cause mode hopping at different tuning currents. This results in a hysteresis in the tuning characteristic.
(Courtesy of [8]).
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ing in wavelength-dependent flip-flop operation. Using a narrow optical bandpass filter (OBPF), it is possible to distinguish between the two lasing modes.
This technique has been demonstrated in [10], however with very long pulses
(1 ns) and without reporting any specifications on the speed. The advantage of
this technique is that the laser can be easily matched with the WDM grid of the
network. The frequency alignment with the two different lasing modes is however rather difficult and the flip-flop operation will be distorted by the injected
pulses.
It is also possible to switch between two frequencies by using a depletion of
carriers. Because the highest frequency corresponds to the lowest carrier density, we can switch from the lowest frequency to the highest by injecting a very
short but strong pulse in the laser cavity. Afterwards, the laser will relax back to
the state with the lowest carrier density corresponding to the highest frequency.
In this case, the injected pulse can have in principle any wavelength. We can
therefore realize flip-flop operation by using set and reset pulses with the same
wavelength but with a different amplitude and duration. When we inject alternately long pulses (~100 ps) and strong but short pulses (~10 ps) at the lowest
frequency of the hysteresis, we also get flip-flop operation in the frequency domain. The long pulse will injection-lock the DBR laser at the lowest frequency.
We can make the laser switch back to the highest frequency by depleting the
carrier density by injecting the very short pulse. This limits the requirements for
wavelength alignment and the signal that is generated at the highest frequency
will not get distorted by the injected pulses.

3.4 Simulation results
To illustrate the concept, we simulate it with the commercial software packet
(VPI) as used in the previous chapter [11]. As explained in the previous chapter,
this simulation program makes use of the transmission line laser model (TLLM)
which solves the rate equations in different sections of the active material. The
effects of carrier heating and spectral hole burning are included in the model
and the simulation method does the calculations over a wide bandwidth such
that the carrier pulsations are also taken into account.
A standard DBR laser model is used with a gain section of 600 µm and a bias
current of 100 mA. The grating section is 300 µm long and has a corrugation
with κ = 60 cm−1 . By varying the tuning current over a wide range, we obtain
the bistabilities as depicted in Figure 3.4. The bistability located at the current
of 20 mA will be used and the injected pulses are therefore at the wavelength λ1 .
We use pulses with a duration of 100 ps and 10 ps and corresponding energies
of several pJ (varying from 3 to 6 pJ for set and from 0.5 to 3 pJ for reset). The
long pulses will injection-lock the DBR laser at wavelength λ1 while the short
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Figure 3.4: Simulation of the multiple bistabilities in the tuning characteristic
of the lasing wavelength.

pulses will deplete the carrier density such that the state with the lower carrier
density at a wavelength λ2 is favoured. The time-resolved frequency is shown
in Figure 3.5 and flip-flop operation in the frequency domain can be observed.
The rather high value of the tuning current used here (and also in the experiment) is chosen in order to obtain hysteresis over a relatively broad current
range which makes the flip-flop less sensitive to small fluctuations. This high
current is therefore not strictly required.

3.5 Experimental results
We demonstrate the flip-flop operation also experimentally with a standard 2section DBR laser provided by Alcatel-Thales III-V labs. The active gain section
is a multi-quantum well (MQW) layer with a length of 600 µm in wich a current
of 100 mA is injected. The Bragg section has a length of 250 µm and a corrugation with κ = 40 cm−1 . The typical tuning range of the wavelength in such
devices is 16 nm [9]. Usually, DBR lasers with a shorter active section are used
to reduce nonlinear effects and to provide regular tuning control. However, for
this application it is important to have a DBR specially designed to have a strong
hysteresis and therefore a larger active section.
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of the time-resolved frequency which demonstrates
the flip-flop operation.

The bistability as a function of the tuning current is depicted in Figure 3.6.
We see that the laser can operate in a bistable region with a width of 0.5 mA
at a wavelength of 1561.3 nm and 1560.7 nm. The devices under study were
not optimized for polarization-independent operation, but such optimization
should be theoretically possible. The extinction ratio between the two lasing
modes is 44 dB. This means that the resulting flip-flop operation will have very
high extinction ratios.
A schematic of the measurement set-up is given in Figure 3.7. A pico-second
pulse source at 1561.3 nm is used to provide pulses of 10 ps with a repetition
rate of 10 GHz. By sending these pulses through a standard Lithium Niobate
modulator driven by a pulse pattern generator, the repetition frequency can be
decreased. Another modulator is used in combination with a tunable laser to
generate the 100 ps pulses and a fiber delay line controls the time difference
between the set and reset pulses before combining them. Because the modulators attenuate the optical power by 10 dB, the signals are amplified with an
erbium-doped fiber-amplifier (EDFA) and the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) is removed with an optical band-pass filter (OBPF). Using a circulator, we
can separate the output signal from the DBR laser. An optical band-pass filter
with a very narrow bandwidth (0.3 nm) is used to distinguish between the two
different output wavelengths.
Before doing the experiment with pulses of different amplitude and duration, we study the behaviour of the flip-flop operation when the laser is injection locked alternately at the two different wavelengths. We do this by replacing
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Figure 3.6: (a) Bistability in the operating wavelength as a function of the tuning current; (b) Optical spectrum of the two states with side-mode
suppression ratio of 44 dB.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the measurement set-up.

the pico-second pulse source by a standard laser diode tuned at the wavelength
corresponding to the lower branch. As mentioned already in the introduction
of this chapter, previous studies on this matter were only done by using very
long pulses (1 ns) and without giving details on the dynamics [10]. The observed behaviour is shown in Figure 3.8 where flip-flop operation is obtained at
both wavelengths. The result was obtained under slightly different conditions
as were shown in Figure 3.6 with a tuning current of 11.7 mA, a bias current of
88 mA and the two wavelength branches corresponding to the wavelengths of
1563.4 nm and 1562.4 nm. The rising edge is completely covered by the injected
pulses and we can only state that it is shorter than 100 ps. There is some ringing
effect due to the injection locking. The switch off behaviour on the other hand
can be measured to be about 50 ps. The pulse energies are 1.5 pJ and the small
differences between the two graphs are due to slight wavelength detunings and
the low extinction ratio of one of the two modulators (about 8-10 dB).
When the experiment is done by a combination of injection locking and carrier depletion [12, 13], we need to use a combination of long (100 ps) and short
(10 ps) pulses as explained above. By doing so, the flip-flop operation depicted
in Figure 3.9 is obtained. Pulses are injected at the wavelength of 1561.3 nm.
The long pulses of 100 ps act as reset-pulses because they injection-lock the
laser at the longest wavelength. As before, there is a slight ringing effect in the
transients. The short and strong pulses (10 ps) act as set-pulses because they
bring the carrier distribution of the laser in depletion and back to the state with
the lower carrier densities at 1560.7 nm. We can discriminate between the two
different wavelengths using an optical bandpass filter. The signal at the lowest
wavelength (1560.7 nm) is free fom distortions due to injected pulses and contains the actual flip-flop signal. The noise in the graph of Figure 3.9 is mainly
due to the low extinction ratio of one of the modulators. Switching in less than
50 ps was obtained. Part of this switching time is due to the rise and fall times of
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Figure 3.8: Flip-flop operation by injection locking at the two separate wavelengths using pulses with a duration of 100 ps. The upper graph
presents the output at the two operating wavelengths λ1 and λ2 . Below, details of the leading and trailing edges of the flip-flop output enabling the determination of rise and fall time.
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the 10 Gb/s pattern generator and modulator. The pulse energies are 2 pJ (set)
and 4 pJ (reset). These values for the pulse energies are measured in-fiber and
therefore do not take the coupling loss of the lensed fiber into account.

3.6 Conclusion
We demonstrated experimentally a novel concept for flip-flop operation in a
single DBR-laser. Using pulses with different duration and amplitude but with
the same wavelength, we obtain switching times of less than 50 ps with pulse
energies of a few pJ. The principle can easily be extended to other tunable laser
diodes, e.g. widely tunable laser diodes, that exhibit hysteresis in the tuning
characteristics.
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Figure 3.9: Flip-flop operation by a combination of injection locking and carrier depletion in a DBR laser. (a) Injected pulses at 1561.3 nm; (b) output at 1561.3 nm; (c) flip-flop operation at 1560.7 nm; (d) switch-on;
(e) switch-off.
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4

Microdisk laser all-optical flip-flop

In the past two chapters, the application of edge-emitting laser diodes as alloptical flip-flops was discussed. Because of their large power output (and corresponding footprint and power consumption), their applicability lies more in
optical telecommunication networks. For on-chip applications (such as optical
logic, shift registers, optical interconnects, ...) a large amount of such components should be integrated on a single chip. In this chapter, we will elucidate
how we can obtain flip-flop operation in ultra-small disk lasers (with diameters of 7.5 µm) at very low power consumption (3.5 mA bias current). Moreover,
these disks are integrated on silicon which is the standard material to manufacture electronic devices. This approach allows a large density of components
integrated on a single chip while taking at the same time advantage of the mature technology offered by CMOS.
The results leading to flip-flop operation in a microdisk laser heterogeneously bonded on SOI [1–3] were obtained within the European FP7 Historic
project by a large team of researchers from Ghent University - imec, Technical
University of Eindhoven and Université de Lyon. These microdisk lasers were
initially designed and demonstrated by J. Van Campenhout et al. [4, 5] and, later
on, optimized by other team members to allow unidirectional operation [6].
Therefore, the focus in this chapter will not be on the fabrication but rather on
the high-speed measurement results for which I was responsible.
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4.1 Introduction
A lot of research has been done on the development of microscale lasers during the past 20 years (such as photonic crystal lasers [7], plasmon lasers [8], ...).
Though the optical output power of such ultra-small lasers is very low, they have
the important capability of being integrated densely on a chip and are in general expected to have very fast dynamics due to the small cavity roundtrip time.
In this chapter, we will look into the flip-flop operation of microdisk lasers. This
type of lasers has a circular cavity structure and were proposed for the first time
in 1992 [9, 10]. The high-quality resonances in such a microdisk are based on
the whispering gallery mode. These are modes confined very close to the edges
of the disk, as depicted in Figure 4.1. A situation which is - to some extent - the
optical analogue of acoustical waves propagating near the walls of a chapel or
theatre. This resemblance also explains their name [11, 12].
The whispering gallery mode in a microdisk consists of a clockwise (CW)
and counterclockwise (CCW) propagating mode. When the coupling between
the two modes is small, a cross-gain saturation will cause one of the two modes
to dominate (see section 4.2). This directional behaviour of the laser can be
used for flip-flop operation. Indeed, injecting a pulse into the microdisk will
facilitate lasing in the direction of that pulse. When we inject a pulse in the
opposite direction, the laser will start to operate in the other directional mode.
This bistable behaviour is therefore usefull for set-reset flip-flop operation.
The first demonstration of flip-flop operation in ring lasers was done by
M. Hill [13] in a structure consisting of two coupled ring lasers. In this structure, the light from one ring laser was used to injection-lock the other. More
recently, flip-flop operation was demonstrated in a single ring laser [14]. The
ring laser had a racetrack design with a radius of 150 µm for the circular sections and straight sections of 200 µm. The reported switching speed was 130 ps
(switch-on) and 190 ps (switch-off) at pulse energies of 4 pJ. Using short pulses
and high pulse energies, the switching times were reduced further to 20 ps in
later experiments [15].
Recently, we reported the first flip-flop on silicon based on a microdisk
laser [1–3]. Silicon has an indirect band gap and does therefore not support
lasing operation. However, it has many other advantages. Silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) offers the ideal platform for photonic integrated circuits as it has a high
refractive index contrast. It can benefit from the mature CMOS fabrication
technology and it is transparent at 1550 nm [16–18]. The high refractive index
of silicon allows a strong light confinement and therefore also a dense integration of photonic and electronic components on a single chip. This results in
low-loss waveguides with small bending radii and high quality resonator structures. Only the lack of efficient silicon laser sources has been an obstacle for the
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widespread use of silicon photonics.
III-V materials (such as InP) on the other hand, can be used to realize most
of the required optical functionalities but the fabrication technology is less mature. This results in a significantly lower fabrication yield compared to silicon
which can rely on the decades of research and experience with CMOS technology. Moreover, the integration of passive and active structures often requires
the regrowth of layers which is tedious and makes the fabrication procedure
expensive. The refractive index contrast is also much lower which limits the integration density.
Heterogeneous integration of both material systems can be considered as a
good compromise and combines the best properties of both material systems.
This technique involves the bonding of an (active) InP epitaxial layer structure on (passive) silicon-on-insulator [19–22]. This integration can be done by
molecular bonding [23] or using an adhesive polymer layer [19]. The advantage
is that all the passive structures can be fabricated in silicon-on-insulator, while
the active functionalities are provided by the III-V top layer. This technique has
lead to the fabrication of various lasers and detectors that were integrated on
silicon chips [20, 21].
The first demonstration of microdisks molecularly bonded on silicon were
optically pumped devices [24, 25]. Later on, the first electrically pumped microdisk laser heterogeneously integrated with a SOI waveguide was demonstrated [4, 5]. Further optimizations of the design and fabrication of the microdisks
were reported in [6] and will be shortly summarized in section 4.3.
Besides flip-flop operation, the microdisks can also be used for other optical signal processing applications. Wavelength conversion up to 20 Gb/s has
been demonstrated [26, 27], as well as switching of 10 Gb/s NRZ signals [28],
modulation at 2.73 Gb/s [29] and multi-wavelength lasing [30].

4.2 Theoretical background
An approximate analytical solution of the whispering gallery modes can be
found by solving the Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates. This results in Bessel functions of the first kind inside the disk and Hankel functions
of the second kind outside the disk. The lowest order mode profile corresponds
then to the whispering gallery mode as depicted also in Figure 4.1a. Typically,
one can apply a conformal transformation of the refractive index profile to calculate the modes as if in an asymmetric, straight slab waveguide [31] (illustrated
in Figure 4.1b). One can see that the lowest order optical mode is confined very
close to the edge of the disk. Because disk lasers do not have facets through
which the light can be coupled out, an evanescent coupling towards a neighbouring waveguide is assumed in this theoretical approach.
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Figure 4.1: (a) FDTD simulation of a whispering gallery mode in a disk laser
(top view) and (b) the optical mode depicted after a conformal transformation to an asymmetric, straigh slab waveguide. It can be seen
that the light is located near the edge of the disk. (Courtesy of [5, 32])

To explain the directional behaviour of the microdisk lasers, we formulate
the rate equations now in terms of two counterpropagating modes with electric
fields E + and E − . We find [33, 34]:
·
¸
1
1
dE +
=
(1 + j α) G + −
E+ −K E−
(4.1)
dt
2
τp
·
¸
dE −
1
1
=
(1 + j α) G − −
E− −K E+
(4.2)
dt
2
τp
where α is the linewidth enhancement factor accounting for phase-amplitude
coupling in the semiconductor medium, G is the modal gain factor which will
be described further and K = K d + j K c represents an explicit linear coupling
rate between the two modes where K d is the dissipative coupling and K c the
conservative coupling. This coupling describes the effects of reflection at the
end facets of the neighbouring waveguide and the reflections due to sidewall
roughness.
For the carrier density rate equation, we find:
I
N
dN
=
−
−G + |E + |2 −G − |E − |2
dt
qV τc

(4.3)

The gain experienced in a semiconductor material is invariably lower the
higher the optical intensity. This is due to gain saturation and partly also to
gain suppression. The first accounts for the drop of the total carrier population
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density N with an increase in photon density P ~|E |2 and is described correctly
by the coupled rate equations. The gain suppression takes place even when
the total carrier density N is constant and reflects the reduction of ‘resonant
carriers’ due to spectral hole burning and carrier heating (see chapter 3). To
account for this effect, a gain suppression is added in the denominator of the
expression for the modal gain:
G+

=

G−

=

Γg 0 v g (N − N0 )

(4.4)

1 + ²s |E + |2 + ²c |E − |2
Γg 0 v g (N − N0 )

(4.5)

1 + ²s |E − |2 + ²c |E + |2

where ²s reflects the self-gain suppression and ²c the cross-gain suppression.
This expression is often linearized to:
G+
G

−

=
=

Γg 0 v g (N − N0 )(1 − ²s |E + |2 − ²c |E − |2 )
− 2

+ 2

Γg 0 v g (N − N0 )(1 − ²s |E | − ²c |E | )

(4.6)
(4.7)

It is difficult to give a precise and intuitive understanding of the underlying
physical effects, but calculations have shown that ²c = 2²s [35, 36]. The crossgain suppression ²c will break the symmetry and enforce the unidirectional operation of the laser. The gain suppression is, however, only significant when the
photon density is high. This means that at lower powers, a bidirectional regime
will be present.
The equations can be transformed into a two-dimensional phase-space
analysis [37] which can simplify the study of the ring laser dynamics and allow a more intuitive understanding [38, 39]. However, we will not discuss such
analyses in this work.
From the above equations, we can conclude that there are two main effects
in the coupling between the two modes:
1. The linear coupling K due to reflections at the end facets (dissipative)
and due to sidewall roughness (conservative). Unidirectional operation
is favoured by a lower value of the coupling K .
2. The nonlinear cross-gain suppression prohibits the counterpropagating
cavity mode to build up. This effect is necessary for the unidirectional
operation and is present at large values of the photon density.
The above equations have been used to implement a simulation tool to
study the influence of the laser parameters. More information on this topic
can be found in the Master thesis of Y. De Koninck [32]. In Figure 4.2, a typical light-current (L-I) graph of a ring/disk laser structure is depicted. We can
distinguish between three different regimes. The first regime, just after threshold, is the bidirectional regime where the two counterpropagating modes are
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Figure 4.2: A simulation of the L-I graph with the different regimes. (Courtesy
of [32]).

equally present. There will be a small notch in their spectrum as the coupling
between the two modes will introduce a very small frequency splitting. When
the injection current is increased, we can have a bidirectional regime with
alternating oscillations [33, 40]. In this regime, the intensities of the two counterpropagating modes are modulated with harmonic sinusoidal oscillations.
The modulation is out-of-phase (or alternate) which means that the power in
one mode is high when it is low in the other mode. The graph depicts the maximal and minimal values of the mode intensities. The last regime corresponds
to the unidirectional operation where the initial conditions determine which of
the two modes is dominant [41]. By injecting a pulse in one of the modes, one
can switch the lasing direction to that mode which results in flip-flop operation.
Using the simulation tool, we can also study the switching dynamics of the
flip-flop operation. This has been done extensively in [32, 42]. These simulations indicate that for a microdisk with a diameter of 10 µm which is biased at
3 mA, a minimal pulse energy of 2.6 fJ is required and switching is possible with
a 10%-90% rise time of a few picoseconds. The extinction ratio is predicted to
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be 12 dB and can be enhanced by using a structure of two coupled disk lasers.
It was also shown by simulations that structures comprised of coupled disks are
efficient as chaotic transmitters [43]

4.3 Device structure
A schematic of the entire structure with the bonded microdisk is given in Figure 4.3. An unpatterned III-V layer structure was bonded on an SOI circuit by
an adhesive die-to-wafer bonding technology [20]. The polymer used for bonding was DVS-BCB (divinylsiloxane-benzocyclobuten). The SOI circuit was fabricated using 193 nm DUV lithography and has a top silicon layer of 220 nm.
After removing the InP substrate, contact lithography was used to define the
microdisk pattern. This technique allows to carefully allign the microdisk patterns with the SOI waveguides. After etching, very small microdisk lasers are
obtained with a diameter of only 7.5 µm. After polymer deposition and etching of contact vias, the metal contacts are defined. This results in a structure
were electrically driven microdisk lasers are bounded on top of a silicon waveguide. The evanescent field of the microdisk will then couple with the silicon
waveguide underneath. The light can be coupled out of the chip into an optical fiber using a grating coupler [44]. Such grating couplers allow an efficiency
of about 30%. The presence of a metallic contact on top of the microdisk, will
prevent higher order modes to build up as it increases the losses at the center of
the disk.
Theory predicts that the unidirectional regime only appears in structures
with a low coupling between CW and CCW modes and with a high photon density. Therefore, several improvements were made to the initial microdisk design
by team members from the FP7 Historic and Wadimos project, in order to allow
stable and unidirectional operation [6]. First of all, the sidewall roughness was
reduced by applying an optimized etching process (at TU/e). Second, the thickness of the epitaxial layer structure was altered to 580 nm instead of 950 nm.
Moreover, the tunnel junction, consisting of a heavily doped p-layer, was placed
on top of the microdisk with an optimized growth process in order to reduce
absorption losses. Finally, by adding a heat sink on top of the microdisk, the
thermal roll-over improved by a factor of two.

4.4 Measurement results
The light-current (L-I) characteristic of the microdisk, measured at the two ends
of the SOI waveguide, is depicted in Figure 4.4. This measurement is taken under continuous wave operation and at room temperature. When the thresh-
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Figure 4.3: A schematic of the entire circuit and bonded microdisk. (Courtesy
of L. Liu)
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Figure 4.4: The measured L-I characteristic of the microdisk indicates that
unidirectional operation starts at 1.7 mA.

old current of 0.33 mA is surpassed, a bidirectional regime can be observed. In
the bidirectional regime, the clockwise and counterclockwise mode are equally
present. The difference in output power between both sides is due to a different attenuation by the waveguides and small allignment mismatches. Between
1.4 mA and 1.7 mA, there is a small periodic oscillating regime due to the reflection feedback from the grating coupler and/or the fibre facet. Because of
the low speed of the detector, only the average power of the oscillation is depicted here. The unidirectional, bistable operation starts at 1.7 mA. Due to the
improved thermal management, the thermal rollover only starts at 3.8 mA. The
maximal optical output power was measured to be 20 µW (normalized with respect to the coupling loss of the grating). In large ring lasers, the lasing direction
switches while increasing the current in the unidirectional regime [45]. Theoretical calculations [46] predict that this switching behaviour occurs due to selfheating when the laser mode hops to a different azimuthal order that is several
free spectral ranges away. This means that such mode-hopping is unlikely to be
present in such a small cavity because the free spectral range is too large.
The lasing spectrum of the clockwise mode is depicted in Figure 4.5. This
spectrum is taken at a bias current of 3.8 mA. It clearly indicates that there is
single-mode lasing operation and the free spectral range is 30.4 nm. It can be
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Figure 4.5: The spectrum of the clockwise mode of the microdisk at a bias
of 3.8 mA indicates unimodal operation with a free spectral range of
30.4 nm.

seen that the side-mode suppression ratio is higher than 40 dB.
The measurement set-up is schematically depicted in Figure 4.6. Light from
a tunable laser source is sent through a modulator which is driven by a 10 Gb/s
pulse pattern generator. This results in pulses with a width of 100 ps. We use
polarization controlling wheels after the laser source because the modulator
works only in TE mode. The pulses are split by a 3 dB coupler and a variable
optical delay line (ODL) is placed in one of the arms to adjust the relative arrival
time between the set and reset pulses. Variable optical attenuators allow to adjust the pulse power. Because the grating couplers are polarization dependent,
we use again polarization controlling wheels, before the pulses are sent into the
chip. With circulators on both sides, we can monitor the output power of the microdisk on a high-speed optical sampling scope. To overcome the dark current
of the detector, the signal power should be larger than 100-200 µW. Therefore,
we use an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to increase the signal power
(~25 dB amplification) in combination with an optical band-pass filter (OBPF)
with ∆λ=0.9 nm to remove amplified spontaneous emission (ASE).
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5 ns/div

Figure 4.7: Measurement result for flip-flop operation in a microdisk laser integrated on silicon.

The high-speed measurement result of the flip-flop operation is depicted in
Figure 4.7. The microdisk is biased at 3.5 mA which is about twice the threshold current for unidirectional operation. At too low currents, self-switching due
to noise can be observed. When we inject a pulse on the left side of the microdisk, the laser will start to operate in the counter-clockwise dominant state.
This state will remain, even after the pulse has passed through. Injection of a
(reset) pulse at the other side, will suppress the counter-clockwise mode and
induce the clockwise dominant state. The minimal pulse energies needed to
switch the microdisk lasers are 1.8 fJ (calculated inside the SOI waveguide by
taking into account the efficiency of the grating coupler). The extinction ratio
was measured to be 11 dB which was slightly less than observed in a previously
done slow-speed measurement (13 dB). This difference is mainly due to the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the EDFA. Further increasing the peak
power of injected pulses induced a strong relaxation oscillation at the switchon transient, due to the deep depletion of the carriers. The injected pulses cover
the transient of the microdisk output, making it difficult to determine the exact
switching speeds. Even the reset-pulse appears at the output because of reflection at the cleaved facet of the access fibre. This could be suppressed - to some
extent- by using an index-matching fluid. A switching time of 60 ps was obtained this way.

4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we described the flip-flop operation in ultra-small microdisk
lasers that were integrated on silicon. The devices have a diameter of only
7.5 µm and require a bias current of only 3.5 mA. The switching energies can
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be as low as 1.8 fJ. The small footprint and power consumption of these devices
make them interesting for large-scale integration with applications such as optical shift registers or random access memories (RAMs). The principle relies on
the unidirectional operation of the disks due to the nonlinear gain suppression
from spectral hole burning and carrier heating.
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5

Network motifs of coupled nonlinear
cavities

In the previous chapter, it was shown that nonlinear effects in the gain material are able to break the directional symmetry of a microdisk laser, resulting in
a regime with unidirectional operation. In this chapter, we will use a different
form of symmetry breaking which is based on the Kerr nonlinearity in structures
composed of multiple (passive) resonators. The Kerr nonlinearity will introduce
a slight shift in the index of refraction at high optical powers and therefore also
shift the resonance frequency of the cavities. We will show that these frequency
shifts result in symmetry breaking for small ring-like network motifs consisting
of three and four identical cavities. This means that, when an equal amount of
light is injected in the different (coupled) cavities, the optical output powers will
differ, even when the structure itself (and its excitation) is completely symmetrical.
Using coupled-mode theory, we will derive analytical conditions for which
symmetry breaking can occur. Time-domain calculations show that it is possible to switch between the different asymmetric states by injecting optical
pulses. Cyclical switching action is presented leading to multi-stable, all-optical
flip-flop operation. This chapter differs from others in the sense that combinations of passive structures are used instead of single laser diodes. Moreover,
the results are only of a theoretical nature and have not yet been demonstrated
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experimentally.

5.1 Introduction
The rich and intricate dynamical behaviour exhibited by structures with coupled nonlinear photonic cavities opens up a whole new range of applications
such as photonic reservoir computing [1], slow light engineering [2] and alloptical flip-flop operation [3]. Therefore it is important to develop clear insights
into the possible states and instabilities of progressively more complex designs.
By now, networks of hundreds of coupled cavities have been studied experimentally in the linear regime [4] and the logical next step is to study the effects
of the nonlinearities in smaller networks. Network motifs consisting of three or
four nodes [5] already have a significant degree of complexity, and here our aim
is to examine the nonlinear properties of such photonic cavity designs.
Symmetry breaking is a counterintuitive physical effect that describes the
appearance of asymmetric states while the structure under study, and its excitation, is completely symmetric. In previous work [3, 6], it was shown that two
coupled nonlinear cavities can exhibit symmetry breaking: when equal power
is injected on both sides of the coupled cavities, the reflected output power is
different on both sides due to the nonlinear effects. The symmetry breaking
would not be possible in a linear structure, but is based on the nonlinear Kerr
effect. This Kerr effect (or quadratic electro-optic effect) can be mathematically
represented by a refractive index n which depends linearly on the intensity of
the light (~|E |2 ):
n = n 0 + n 2 |E |2

(5.1)

with n 0 the linear refractive index of the material and n 2 the Kerr coefficient.
This means that the refractive index of the cavities will undergo a small change
wich affects their resonance wavelength.
Here, we will couple three and four passive cavities with a Kerr-based nonlinearity in a symmetric structure. In addition, the system is excited equally
from all sides with a holding beam. We show that these symmetric setups result in different nonlinear regimes with various kinds of asymmetric states.
Using coupled-mode theory, we derive analytical conditions for the symmetry breaking detuning requirements. Furthermore, using time-domain studies,
we demonstrate multi-state flip-flop operation [7, 8]. In these cases a cyclical
switching action is obtained.
Our description is quite general and therefore independent of the exact implementation. The system could be implemented with compact nonlinear photonic crystal cavities [9–11] or ring resonators [12]. Recently demonstrated hybrid material systems are also a promising solution [13].
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Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of a symmetric structure of three coupled cavities.

We will start by discussing the behaviour of three cavities in a triangular configuration. Using coupled-mode theory we derive an analytical condition for
symmetry breaking in this structure. Afterwards we look at the different asymmetric states under steady state conditions and we conclude by studying the
dynamical behaviour with the multi-state flip-flop operation. We do the same
for a configuration of four cavities: after deriving an analytical condition for
symmetry breaking and discussing the steady state behaviour, we give insight
in the switching between the asymmetric states.

5.2 Three coupled cavities
5.2.1 Symmetry breaking condition
We apply coupled-mode theory on a symmetric structure consisting of three
coupled nonlinear cavities as depicted in Figure 1. The time dependence of the
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amplitude a i of the resonance modes of the cavities is given by [14, 15]:
¸
·
da 1
1
a1 + d f 1 + d b4 + d f 6
=
j (ω0 + δω1 ) −
dt
τ
¸
·
da 2
1
a2 + d f 2 + d b5 + d f 4
=
j (ω0 + δω2 ) −
dt
τ
·
¸
da 3
1
=
j (ω0 + δω3 ) −
a3 + d f 3 + d b6 + d f 5
dt
τ

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

Here f i and b i are the forward and backward propagating mode amplitudes
in the waveguides. We assume the three cavities have the same resonant
mode with center frequency ω0 and with at least a three-fold symmetry (e.g.
monopole) in order to have the same coupling d to the three waveguides. The
nonlinear frequency shift due to the Kerr nonlinearity is given by
δωi =

−|a i |2
P 0 τ2

(5.5)

with P 0 the characteristic nonlinear power of the cavity [14] and τ the lifetime
of the cavity which can be related to the Q-factor as Q = ω0 τ/2. A formula for
the coupling d between the waveguide modes and the cavity can be derived by
applying energy conservation laws on the coupled-mode equations [15] and we
find
r
µ
¶
2
φ
exp j
(5.6)
d=j
3τ
2
Here, φ represents the phase depending on the waveguide length and the reflection properties. For high-Q cavities and small detunings, φ will be quasi
independent of the frequency.
The amplitudes of the forward and backward propagating waves are coupled by [16]:
f4

=

exp( j φ)b 4 + d a 1

(5.7)

b4

=

exp( j φ) f 4 + d a 2

(5.8)

Similar equations hold for the other waveguides.
The analysis will be done in the frequency domain so d/dt will be replaced
by j ω (with ω the operating frequency). The forward and backward internal
waveguide amplitudes can be eliminated in equations (5.2-5.4) and we obtain:
¸
·
¡
¢
1
a 1 + κ 2γa 1 + a 2 + a 3
= −d f 1
(5.9)
j (ω0 − ω + δω1 ) −
τ
·
¸
¡
¢
1
j (ω0 − ω + δω2 ) −
a 2 + κ 2γa 2 + a 1 + a 3
= −d f 2
(5.10)
τ
·
¸
¡
¢
1
j (ω0 − ω + δω3 ) −
a 3 + κ 2γa 3 + a 1 + a 2
= −d f 3
(5.11)
τ
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with γ = exp( j φ) and κ = d 2 /(1 − γ2 ). In our further analysis, we will use dimensionless cavity energies A = −|a 1 |2 /P 0 τ, B = −|a 2 |2 /P 0 τ and C = −|a 3 |2 /P 0 τ, and
a dimensionless detuning ∆ = τ(ω0 − ω). This detuning ∆ can be expressed also
in terms of the linewidth δΩ of the cavity mode as ∆ = 2(ω0 − ω)/δΩ. To examine the effect of symmetry breaking we assume equal input powers and phases
from all sides (i.e. f 1 = f 2 = f 3 ). Elimination of f 1 in the above equations gives:
·
¸
·
¸
¡
¢
¡
¢
1
1
− + j ∆0 + A a 1 =
− + j ∆0 + B a 2
(5.12)
3
3
·
¸
¡
¢
1
=
− + j ∆0 +C a 3
(5.13)
3
with
∆0 = ∆ −

2 cos(φ) − 1
.
3 sin(φ)

(5.14)

We take the modulus squared of equation (5.12) and after factoring we get:
µ
¶
1
(A − B ) B 2 + (A + 2∆0 )B + A 2 + 2∆0 A + ∆02 +
= 0.
(5.15)
9
A similar equation holds for the relation between A and C . Apart from the symmetric solutions derived from the first factor (A = B = C ), there is also the possibility of an asymmetric solution (second factor) if the detuning ∆0 is chosen
correctly and if the solution is stable. The factor of the asymmetric solution can
be seen as a quadratic equation in B for which the discriminant has to be positive for the existence of real solutions:
−3A 2 − 4∆0 A −

4
>0
9

(5.16)

This condition is fullfilled if A lies between the values
p
2∆0 2 9∆02 − 3
−
±
(5.17)
3
9
p
Thus the asymmetric solution exists if |∆0 | > 1/ 3. In case of a self-focusing
Kerr effect (positive nonlinearity), A is negative and therefore the condition for
symmetry breaking is:
1
(5.18)
∆0 > p
3

5.2.2 Static solutions
By solving the coupled-mode equations under steady state conditions, we can
find the static solutions as a function of the input power. In addition, a stability
analysis needs to be performed to determine which of the possible states are
stable, and thus excitable in experiments.
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The linear stability analysis is created by evaluating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix for the obtained states. Therefore we rewrite equations (5.2-5.4)
into 6 ordinary differential equations (ODE’s) where the phase and amplitude
are considered separately. The elements of the Jacobian matrix are obtained by
taking the derivatives of these equations to each of the variables (amplitude and
phase of a i ). After evaluating this 6×6 Jacobian matrix in the possible solutions,
we can determine the corresponding eigenvalues. If the real part of all these
eigenvalues is negative, the system will move into the direction of the equilibrium point.
The stable output powers are depicted as a function of the input power in
two different configurations where the condition for symmetry breaking (Equation 5.18) is fulfilled (Figure 5.2). One can clearly observe that besides the symmetric solution (all output powers the same and equal to P i n ), asymmetric solutions show up for a certain range of input powers (regions I, II and III). With
increasing input power, we uncover a distinctive progression through three possible symmetry breaking regimes. In region I of Figure 5.2a, we distinguish solutions where two out of three output powers are equal and have a higher value
than the third output which is low. By increasing the input power, the two equal
outputs split up (region II) and the symmetry breaking in the system is complete: all three output powers are different. This state then transforms to region III where two low output powers are equal and the third output is high.
When we change the phase φ, we find the bifurcation depicted in Figure 5.2b
where the same states appear but in a different order. The parameters of the two
examples are chosen in order to show the three possible regimes in a single example, but were not optimized for possible other conditions. Higher values for
the detuning ∆ seem to increase the extinction ratio but also moves the asymmetric regime to higher input powers. However, we did not perform extensive
analysis on this matter.
To have more insight in the symmetric solution of Figure 5.2a, we depict the
energy of the resonant modes in the cavities as a function of the input power
(Figure 5.3). It appears that the symmetric solution itself exhibits also a bifurcation structure. Despite this bifurcation in the cavity energies of the symmetric
solutions, this asymmetry does not show up in the output powers of Figure 2 because the two branches have equal output powers (cfr. conservation of energy),
but a different phase. In the lower branch, the symmetric solution becomes unstable for certain input powers and in that range the asymmetric solutions are
possible. This means that we can avoid the symmetric solutions of the upper
branch if we stay below the input power threshold of P i n ≈ 4.5P 0 . For the second case (with φ = 2.0), this bistability in the symmetric solution does not show
up and we find that only stable asymmetric solutions appear in the region of
symmetry breaking.
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Figure 5.2: The states of the output power as a function of the input power for
a structure with (a) ∆ = 0.1 and φ = −0.5 and (b) ∆ = 0.1 and φ = 2.0.
The unstable states are shaded.
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states of the symmetric solutions are shaded.

To see the influence of the parameters ∆ and φ, we depict the appearance
of the different states in Figure 5.4 for a constant input power of 3.0 P 0 . We can
clearly observe the same three regions as described before.

5.2.3 Dynamic behaviour
We can study the dynamical behaviour by solving the equations 5.2-5.4 in the
time domain. In the third regime of Figure 5.2a, it is possible to switch between
asymmetric states where one of the outputs is high and the other two outputs
are low. This results in multi-stable flip-flop operation [7, 8]. When a short pulse
is applied to two of the three ports, the system will evolve to a state where the
third output port has the high output power. In Figure 5.5, the switching is done
between the three possible output states. The time is expressed in units of the
characteristic lifetime τ of the cavity. A constant input power of 3.3P 0 is injected
in the three cavities. To achieve switching, this input power is increased in two
of the three input ports to 3.5P 0 during a time 30τ.
We do the same for the bifurcation diagram of Figure 5.2b. We work in the
same regime as before and find that by injecting a single pulse in one of the
output ports, the system switches to a state where that output is high and the
other outputs low. This is demonstrated for an input power of 0.5 P 0 which is
increased to 1.2 P 0 in case of a pulse (Figure 5.5b). We observed robust switching
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Figure 5.5: Switching between the three different states of region III.

behaviour: small variations on the input power do not cause switching and a
variation of 30% on the values of ∆ of the different cavities is possible when
using higher pulse powers.
The switching times scale with the Q-factor of the cavity. If we assume the
cavity has a Q-factor of 4000, the switching time can be predicted to be 520 ps.
This rather slow switching speed is due the fact that the system has to travel over
a large distance in phase space. It can be reduced by also adjusting the phase
of the injected pulses, as demonstrated for a single cavity in [17]. The energy
needed to enter the bistable regime is proportional to the Kerr-nonlinearity and
becomes lower if the mode has a small volume. In literature, we find typically a
value of 2.6 mW for photonic crystal cavities [14]. In silicon ring resonators with
a Q-factor of 14 000 an operational value of about 6 mW is necessary [12]. Two
possible suggestions for a practical implementation of the proposed scheme are
depicted in Figure 5.6 as an illustration: the first using a photonic crystal cavity
with a hexagonal symmetry in the cavity mode and the other consisting of ring
resonators coupled to waveguides.
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Figure 5.6: Two possible implementations of the proposed scheme using (a)
photonic crystal cavities and (b) ring resonators.

5.3 Four coupled cavities
5.3.1 Symmetry breaking conditions
The analysis for the symmetric structure of four coupled cavities (Figure 5.7) is
similar to the previous one. The time dependance of the resonant modes of the
cavities is now:
·
¸
da 1
1
=
j (ω0 + δω1 ) −
a1 + d f 1 + d b5 + d f 8
(5.19)
dt
τ
·
¸
da 2
1
=
j (ω0 + δω2 ) −
a2 + d f 2 + d b6 + d f 5
(5.20)
dt
τ
¸
·
da 3
1
a3 + d f 3 + d b7 + d f 6
(5.21)
=
j (ω0 + δω3 ) −
dt
τ
·
¸
da 4
1
=
j (ω0 + δω4 ) −
a4 + d f 4 + d b8 + d f 7
(5.22)
dt
τ
By using the same definitions as before and equations (5.7-5.8), we rewrite these
in the following form:
·

¸
¡
¢
1
a 1 + κ 2γa 1 + a 2 + a 4
τ
·
¸
¡
¢
1
j (ω0 − ω + δω2 ) −
a 2 + κ 2γa 2 + a 1 + a 3
τ
·
¸
¡
¢
1
j (ω0 − ω + δω3 ) −
a 3 + κ 2γa 3 + a 4 + a 2
τ
·
¸
¡
¢
1
j (ω0 − ω + δω4 ) −
a 4 + κ 2γa 4 + a 3 + a 1
τ
j (ω0 − ω + δω1 ) −

=

−d f 1

(5.23)

=

−d f 2

(5.24)

=

−d f 3

(5.25)

=

−d f 4

(5.26)
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of a symmetric structure of 4 cavities
coupled by waveguides.
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To find a condition for symmetry breaking, it is assumed that all inputs are equal
( f 1 = f 2 = f 3 = f 4 ). By combining the first and the third equation, we obtain an
equation similar to equation 5.13:
¸
·
¸
·
¡
¢
¡
¢
1
1
− + j ∆00 + A a 1 = − + j ∆00 +C a 3
3
3

(5.27)

with
∆00 = ∆ −

2
cot φ
3

(5.28)

The same relation can be derived for B and D when combining the second and
the fourth equation.
When we apply the same reasoning as in the previous case of three coupled cavities, we find the following condition for symmetry breaking with a selffocusing Kerr effect (positive nonlinearity):
1
∆00 > p
3

(5.29)

In Figure 5.8 the conditions for three and four coupled cavities are depicted
graphically as a function of ∆ and φ.
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5.3.2 Static solutions
We can solve the coupled-mode equations again under steady state conditions
and perform a stability analysis which takes now a Jacobian matrix of 64 elements to be evaluated at each point. We can depict the stable output powers as
a function of the input power for a configuration where the symmetry breaking
condition is fulfilled, see Figure 5.9. In this configuration, there are two different
asymmetric solutions. The first one to show up has a left-right symmetry with
two pairs of equal output power (e.g. A = B and C = D). In the next solution,
two opposing cavities have the same output power and the other two outputs
are respectively higher and lower (e.g. A = C and B < A < D). By increasing the
detuning a whole range of other states can be found, resulting in very complex
state diagrams.
When analyzing the energy in the cavities, we observe a similar behaviour
as in Figure 5.3 where we have a bifurcation in the symmetric solution which
becomes unstable in the lower branch.

5.3.3 Dynamic behaviour
As demonstrated in Figure 5.10, we can again switch between the different states
by injecting pulses. We describe in more detail the solution with two pairs of
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Figure 5.10: Switching between different states in a configuration of 4 cavities.

equal output. By injecting a short pulse in a port with a high output, that output
becomes low and the port at the opposite side will become high. We inject the
pulses by increasing the input power from 1.2 P 0 till 1.4 P 0 during a period of 5τ.
A cyclical switching action ensues: the state rotates as a result of the switching
pulse.

5.4 Conclusion
We demonstrated analytically and numerically symmetry breaking in structures composed of 3 and 4 cavities. Intricate bifurcation behavior with different
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regimes is uncovered and dynamical studies demonstrate multi-stable and
cyclical flip-flop operation. With currently hundreds of coupled cavities being
studied experimentally in the linear regime [4], nonlinear dynamics in smaller
networks are the logical next step.
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All-optical packet switching

The increasing demand for network traffic creates a technological bottleneck on
future optical routing systems. New internet-based services are gaining more
public attention and will increase the need for higher bitrates. However, the
router forwarding capacity does not match the fibre bandwidth at these high
bitrates. The opto-electronic and electro-optic conversions (O/E/O) that are
needed to process data in the network nodes are power consuming and require expensive electronic circuits. Moreover, most electro-optic switches have
rather slow switching times (more than 1 ns). Transparent networks based on
all-optical packet switching offer a potential solution because all the processing
is done completely in the optical layer [1–6].
All-optical flip-flops are important building blocks in the implementation
of all-optical packet switches because they act as optical memory elements
which can store the header information while the output of the flip-flop is directly used to route the payload to the correct output port without any O/E/Oconversions [4]. In the previous chapters, we discussed several novel concepts
for all-optical flip-flop memories based on single laser diodes. Here, we will
demonstrate the use of the distributed feedback (DFB) laser flip-flop in an alloptical packet switching scheme for data rates up to 40 Gb/s. Because DFB
lasers are already the standard transmitters in most optical network systems,
the added functionality as a fast optical memory element makes them very
suitable for this application.
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6.1 Introduction
An all-optical router system is composed of several components and processes
in order to switch packets in a network [1, 2]. First of all, it will extract the header
information or ‘label’ which contains the routing information (eg. destination
node address). This label is normally placed at the beginning of the packet.
However, it can be encoded also in different ways, for example, at a different
wavelength than the payload or in-band at a much lower bitrate. Afterwards,
the header information is being processed, typically by comparing it with a predefined bitsequence using an optical correlator [7–12]. When the destination
address of an arriving packet matches the signature of an optical correlator, autocorrelation pulses are generated that are above a given threshold. If there is
no match, cross-correlation pulses below threshold are generated. Therefore,
simple threshold detection at the output of the optical correlator allows to recognize the destination address of the packet.
These autocorrelation pulses are typically used to switch the state of an alloptical flip-flop. This allows to store the processed label information while the
payload is routed to the correct output port. Several concepts to perform this
switching have been proposed in the past. The most well-known technique in
literature is based on wavelength routing [4] and has been described already in
the introductory chapter (see Figure 1.4). The all-optical flip-flop is assumed
to be able to switch between two different wavelengths and its output is used
as probe signal for a wavelength conversion of the payload. An arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) can be used afterwards to separate the two wavelengths
spatially to different output ports. A slightly different technique [6] is depicted
in Figure 6.1. The label signal is first converted by a serial-to-parallel convertor in order to store it by an array of flip-flop elements. The output of the flipflops drives a network of optical switches which sends the payload to the output
port corresponding to the bit information in the label. Recently, optical packet
switching without the use of flip-flops was demonstrated. This was done by incorporating the continuous wave signal that drives the optical switches and/or
wavelength converters, as an in-band address label [5] (see Figure 6.2). In this
case, the label comprises a number of wavelength bands, each representing a
bit of the header information. Using optical filters to distinguish between the
different wavelengths, the light is sent to a series of switches. This technique
can be used to implement packet switches without the use of optical memory
elements.
The implementation of all-optical packet switching where both the packet
header and payload are processed entirely in the optical domain is challenging
due to the lack of optical random access memory (RAM) and the difficulty to execute complex computations and logical operations within the optical domain.
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Therefore, most implementations rely on optical label switching (OLS) where
the packet header (label) is processed electronically while the payload remains
in the optical domain [1]. Typically, one will encode the label at a lower bit-rate
in order to avoid fast electronic processing. A state-of-the-art demonstration of
this technique is given in [13–15]. Such optical label switching approaches can
be expected to be realized in the short term. The disadvantage of these techniques is, however, that they require rather long guard times (typically mulitple
nanoseconds) and can be less efficient as the opto-electro-optic conversions
come into play.
In optical packet switched networks, a contention may occur as two or more
packets try to leave through the same output port on the same wavelength at the
same time. Therefore, there is a clear need for buffering techniques and controlling systems. Different optical buffering techniques have been proposed based
on recirculating loops [16, 17], slow light [18, 19] or arrays of optical memory
elements (eg. microdisks). These optical buffering techniques often suffer from
the disadvantage of the small buffering time that can be achieved without significant attenuation/distortion of the signal. The footprint and power consumption are also a concern in delay-line-based buffers. The buffering of signals and
the contention resolution management will, however, not be further discussed
in this work.
In this chapter, we will discuss the application of DFB laser flip-flops (see
chapter 2) in an all-optical packet switch. In most optical networks, the optical
signals are wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) on different optical carriers
in order to exploit the huge bandwidth potential of optical fibers. These carriers are often created by an array of DFB laser diodes, each emitting light at one
channel of the WDM grid. In electronic switching configurations, the packets
are demultiplexed and converted to electrical signals by an array of photodiodes. After processing in the electrical layer, the signals are converted back to
one of the optical carriers of the WDM grid by an array of DFB lasers. The functionality as optical memory elements will allow the same array of DFB lasers to
switch the packets all-optically while they are directly matched with the WDM
grid.
The principle is illustrated in Figure 6.3 and shows the packet switch based
on a DFB laser array. First, the header is processed and with an optical set pulse
the DFB laser, with the wavelength that matches the header information, is
switched on. The other optical flip-flops remain switched off. The payload of
the signal has been delayed during the optical header processing and sent to a
wavelength converter. This will convert the payload to the wavelength provided
by the continuous light output of the DFB laser. An arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG) can subsequently separate the packets spatially to different output ports
according to their new wavelength. When using packets with a fixed length, the
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Figure 6.3: Concept for all-optical packet switching based on an array of DFB
lasers with different wavelengths. The two arrayed waveguide gratings
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set-pulse generated by the optical header processor can be delayed over a fiber
delay line corresponding to the length of the packets. Afterwards, it is sent into
the DFB laser on the other side as a reset pulse. To work with packets with a
variable length, we insert a pulse at the end of the packet to switch off the laser
again.
The technique illustrated here allows very fast switching compared to electronic switches. As indicated in chapter 2, switching times as low as 45 ps can
be obtained. Even more important is the advantage that DFB lasers are already
a mature technology and that they can be easily matched with the WDM grid.
The device can work under broadband operation: the only restriction on the
wavelength of the pulses and holding beam is that they should be outside the
stopband of the DFB grating. The disadvantage of the necessity of a holding
beam for the flip-flop operation in a DFB laser can be addressed by distributing
one single holding beam over all the lasers of the array. The devices under study
are dependent on the polarization of the pulses. In theory, optimized designs
for the laser section could be used that are insensitive to the polarization.

6.2 Experiment
To demonstrate the concept, we use one single DFB laser as all-optical flip-flop
to switch 40 Gb/s packets. We do this for packets with a fixed and a variable
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duration. The labels are color-coded, i.e. pulses at a different wavelength than
the payload, in order to simplify the header extraction process.

Fixed duration
The experimental set-up for all-optical switching of packets with a fixed duration is depicted in Figure 6.4. First, 40 Gb/s non-return-to-zero (NRZ) packets are created by the 40 Gb/s packet transmitter. The payload is generated by
a standard lithium-niobate (LN) modulater driven by a 40 Gb/s pulse pattern
generator (PPG) using standard pseudo-random bit-sequence (PRBS) data. The
wavelength of the payload is 1540 nm. The payload is combined with labelencoded pulses with a 150 ps duration and at a wavelength of 1543 nm. The
packets have a duration of 180 ns and are created alternately with and without
a matching optical label. The payload together with the labels is depicted in
Figure 6.5a. This signal is being amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA). In a practical implementation, there could be a long-haul fiber link after
the EDFA.
When the signal arrives at an optical node, it will be split by a 50:50 coupler.
Part of the signal will be used for label processing and storage in the upper arm.
In our set-up, we omit advanced header recognition and an optical band-pass
filter (OBPF) is used to extract the label pulse which will be used as a set-pulse
in our set-up. As mentioned before, there is no strict limitation on the wavelength of the pulses because the DFB flip-flop works broadband when operated
outside the stop-band of the grating. A holding beam of approximately 3 dBm
at a wavelength of 1546 nm is used to bias the DFB laser in its bistable regime.
The reset-pulses are the same pulses as the set-pulses but delayed by a fiber delay line (FDL) which is matched with the duration of the packets (180 ns). After
the set-pulse from the label is sent into the DFB all-optical flip-flop, the laser
will start lasing at a wavelength of 1553 nm. The pulse energies can be as low
as 200 fJ, but switching times improve when larger energies are used. The DFB
laser output is extracted by a circulator and an optical band-pass filter and sent
directly to the wavelength converter afterwards. The corresponding output of
the flip-flop can be observed in Figure 6.5b.
While the laser is switched on, the wavelength of the payload is converted
to the operating wavelength of the DFB laser by a MZI-SOA (Mach-Zehnder interferometer with SOAs in the arms) [20]. The principle is illustrated in Figure 6.6. This wavelength conversion is based on a combination of cross-gain
modulation and cross-phase modulation. The payload is only injected in the
upper arm of the MZI and the probe signal originating from the flip-flop travels through both arms. In the upper arm, cross-gain modulation of the probe
signal will occur in the SOA (biased at 600 mA). This means that the amplifi-
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of the measurement set-up for all-optical switching of
packets with a fixed duration using a DFB AOFF. (LD: Laser Diode,
ATT: attenuator, FDL: fiber delay line, PPG: pulse pattern generator,
LN: lithium niobate modulator)
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Figure 6.5: Results for all-optical switching of packets with a fixed duration.
(a) Payload with labels; (b) output of DFB all-optical flip-flop; (c) optically switched packets
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of the wavelength conversion in the optical packet
switch.

cation of the payload signal will modulate the gain because it consumes carriers and will inversely modulate the carrier density. These dynamic changes
in gain will affect the amplification of the probe signal as such. However, not
only the gain is modulated by the original payload signal, but also the refractive
index of the upper SOA. This will induce changes in the phase, leading to crossphase modulation. The interferometric configuration allows to exploit these
changes in the phase and, therefore, the current of the second SOA is adjusted
to obtain a proper level of interference by amplification of the probe signal (typically 340 mA). The MZI-SOA consists of an optimized active-layer structure to
reduce the carrier lifetime, enabling 40 Gb/s non-return-to-zero (NRZ) wavelength conversion without push-pull operation.
The switched packets (now at 1553 nm) are shown in Figure 6.5c with their
corresponding transient behaviour depicted in Figure 6.7. One can see that a
guard time of only 150 ps should be taken into account. This is much lower than
typical optical label switches (in the order of multiple nanoseconds) or previously reported all-optical packet switching (305 ps in [6]). The longer switching
time (compared to chapter 2) is due to the lower pulse energies (500 fJ) and the
more complicated set-up. Error free operation can be obtained as illustrated
in the bit-error rate (BER) curve of Figure 6.8. The power penalty of 2.4 dB is
mostly due to the wavelength conversion.

Variable duration
We do the same experiment also for packets with a variable duration (see Figure
6.9). Therefore, we do not only add a pulse at the start (set-pulses at 1543 nm),
but also at the end of the packet (reset-pulses at 1548 nm). After amplification
of this signal through an erbium-doped fiber amplifier, the set-pulses and resetpulses are extracted seperately by an optical filter. The extracted set- and reset-
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Figure 6.7: Transient behaviour at the start and end of the switched packets.
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Figure 6.8: Bit-error rate measurements for the back-to-back and output.
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Figure 6.9: Schematic of the measurement set-up for optical packet switching
with a DFB AOFF. (LD: Laser Diode, ATT: attenuator, FDL: fiber delay
line, PPG: pulse pattern generator, LN: lithium niobate modulator)
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pulses are depicted in Figure 6.10 together with the corresponding output of
the all-optical flip-flop and the switched 40 Gb/s packets. The packets have an
alternating length of 140 ns and 40 ns.

6.3 Conclusion
A fast and practical method is demonstrated to switch 40 Gb/s optical packets
using an off-the-shelf distributed feedback laser as all-optical flip-flop. Packets with a variable duration can be switched by adding an extra label at the end
of the packet. A guard time of 150 ps has been achieved which is (to the author’s knowledge) much shorter than previously reported optical packet switching schemes in literature. In the future, the DFB laser array should be integrated
on a single chip together with the all-optical header processor, wavelength converter, and AWG’s. Such a chip would have a great potential for a compact integrated all-optical packet switching circuit.
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Figure 6.10: Results for all-optical packet-switching with a DFB AOFF. (a) setpulses; (b) reset-pulses; (c) output of DFB all-optical flip-flop; (d) optically switched packets
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7
All-optical 2R regeneration

In previous chapters, it was argued that the logical next step in network evolution is the implementation of all-optical network nodes. Therefore, novel techniques were described to implement optical memory elements and perform
packet switching within the optical domain. The drawback of such all-optical
approaches is the limited cascadability of all-optical network nodes due to the
accumulation of noise from optical amplifiers and cross-talk from switches. Indeed, the opto-electro-optic (O/E/O) conversions also act as repeaters in the
network and they significantly reduce the noise on the signals. Therefore, there
is a clear need for all-optical regenerators that operate at low power consumption, at high bitrates and independent of the incoming wavelength.
In this chapter, it will be demonstrated that the bistability in the amplification characteristic of a DFB laser can be employed for this purpose. It is also
shown that the very fast switching dynamics of the hysteresis do not only reduce
the noise on an optical signal but also allow to improve the bit error rate (BER).
A theoretical approach is given to clarify the concept of hysteresis in a decision
characteristic. Using a standard DFB laser diode, 2R regeneration and BER improvement is demonstrated experimentally at bitrates up to 25 Gb/s. Moreover,
it is shown that this regeneration is robust and holds even after transmission
through a dispersion compensated fiber link with a length of 160 km.
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7.1 Introduction
There are different noise mechanisms that can degrade optical signals in
wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) networks. The main cause of degradation is the attenuation by propagation in the optical fiber. This attenuation
can be overcome by using erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) which will
re-amplify the signal. EDFAs are therefore also refered to as ‘1R regenerators’ in
some cases. The amplification by EDFAs will, however, also add noise to the signal. Other sources of signal degradation are mere distortions than noise and can
be ascribed to the nonlinearities in the fiber (such as self-phase modulation,
cross-phase modulation, four wave mixing, ...) and dispersion effects (chromatic as well as polarization dispersion). The combination of all these different
degradation effects can influence the shape of the pulses and add intensity
noise to the signal. This distortion can be reduced by using ’2R regenerators’
in the network (comprising re-amplifying and reshaping functionality). When
there are also distortions in the time domain (timing jitter), a ’3R regenerator’
is needed which performs a retiming in addition to the 2R functionality. The
different types of regeneration are depicted in Figure 7.1.
In this work, we will limit ourselves to 2R regeneration techniques on intensity modulated non-return-to-zero (NRZ) signals. Most of the concepts for
regeneration at high speeds solely offer the ability to handle return-to-zero (RZ)
signals while most commercial systems are currently still deployed as NRZ. The
retiming used by 3R regeneration has been demonstrated to be a reliable technique for transmission over practically unlimited distances (1 000 000 km with
2500 hops [1]). However, this requires clock extraction/recovery techniques
which become complicated in all-optical packet switched networks since the
packets arrive at burst rates. 2R regeneration is far simpler and more costeffective. Experiments have shown that even without correcting the time degradations, it is still possible to achieve all-optical packet switching at 10 Gb/s by
cascading up to 16 optical nodes and using multistage 2R regeneration [2–4]. It
has also been demonstrated that transmission over large distances (100 000 km)
is possible without performing a retiming [5, 6].
All-optical 2R regenerators are typically based on elements with a very steep
nonlinear transmission characteristic, ideally resembling a step-like function
(see Figure 7.2). This steep transition will act as the decision level between the
logical zeros and logical ones. When a bit pattern with noise is inserted, there
will be a much lower amplification for the logical zeros than for the logical ones.
This will reduce the noise on the signal and thus increase the optical signal-tonoise ratio (OSNR).
All-optical regenerators have been studied extensively in the past. Most of
them are based on a combination of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) in
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of the different types of regeneration.
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Figure 7.2: Principle of 2R regeneration using a static decision level.

interferometric structures such as active Mach-Zehnders [7–14] or multi-mode
interferometers (MMI) [15–17]. These differential schemes have been shown
useful for regeneration at high bitrates (40 Gb/s in [12]), but are in general not
independent of the bitrate because of the interference effects. The simultaneous wavelength conversions are also unwanted in most practical realizations
and the combination of multiple active elements increases not only the power
consumption and footprint but also complicates the fabrication process.
Structures that are based on single active elements have been proposed such
as laser diodes (using injection locking [18, 19] or Q-switching [20]) and electroabsorption modulators (EAM). Electroabsorption modulators are based on
the Franz-Keldysh effect [21–23] according to which the effective semiconductor bandgap decreases with increasing electric field. For wavelengths close to
the bandgap, the absorption will therefore increase when a voltage is applied
over the semiconductor because the bandgap will shrink [24]. The absorbed
light will create carriers which induce an electric field in the opposite direction.
A probe signal that is sent through the EAM simultaneously with the data signal,
will therefore experience a cross-absorption modulation (XAM) effect [25–28].
The disadvantage here is the need for high optical power inputs (18 dBm in [26])
and the simultaneous wavelength conversion.
More recently, the directional bistability in a semiconductor ring laser (as
discussed in chapter 4), has been demonstrated to be useful for optical regen-
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eration [29, 30], however at extremely slow bitrates (155 Mb/s) and with almost
no improvement in power penalty (a mere 0.5 dB).
Besides the use of active devices, also fiber-based (passive) methods have
been studied for 2R regeneration. The most well-known is the so-called ‘Mamyshev regenerator’ based on the self-phase modulation (SPM) in nonlinear
fibers [31–33]. This technique is based on the spectral broadening of the pulses
due to Kerr nonlinearities in optical fibers. A consecutive filter with a slight
detuning from the central wavelength can then suppress the noise. A similar
effect can be used in Sagnac interferometers by using cross-phase modulation [34, 35]. These passive methods allow regeneration at high bitrates but
their main disadvantage is the requirement of very high optical input powers
(typically several 100 mW’s). Moreover, they are only applicable to return-tozero (RZ) signals.
The above overview of the state of the art suggests that there is a clear need
for low power 2R regenerators that have a simple design and operate in a colourless mode independent of the bitrate. However, the decision circuit of electronic
repeaters offer in general a qualitatively better result because they are often implemented using hysteresis effects (Schmitt trigger) to increase their tolerance
to noise. No successful demonstration of all-optical regeneration using hysteresis has been proposed before. The bistability used in semiconductor ring laser
regenerators [29, 30] did not yet result in qualitatively good results (small power
penalty improvement at very low bitrates).
As shown before, the hysteresis in the DFB laser power under the injection of a holding beam can successfully be applied to obtain flip-flop operation
(chapter 2) and packet switching (chapter 6). There is, however, also a simultaneous hysteresis in the amplification characteristic of the externally injected
light (see Figure 7.4a). It will be shown in this chapter that this steep nonlinearity combined with a hysteresis is very effective for all-optical 2R regeneration. The advantage of using a hysteresis in the decision characteristic is illustrated in Figure 7.4. The decision level will move dynamically with the signal
which increases its ability to reduce noise. Indeed, when we are at the lower
side of the hysteresis (corresponding to the logical zeros), the decision level
will move up which facilitates the suppression of noise fluctuations on the zero
level. The same reasoning holds for the upper side of the hysteresis corresponding to the logical ones. Moreover, because the amplification characteristic is
used, the regenerator will work independent of the wavelength (only the wavelengths within the stopband of the DFB grating can not be used) and preserves
the original wavelength. The proposed regenerator consists of a single element
which eliminates the fabrication difficulties (stemming from passive/active integration) and the bitrate dependencies of the active interferometer implementations [7–14]. The total (electrical) power consumption is therefore also limited
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to 0.6 W (including the cooling of the DFB laser).
A distinct decision level for the logical ones and zeros (as offered by the hysteresis) brings up the notion of BER improvement. According to a theoretical
study by Rochette et al. [33, 36], it is not possible to improve the bit error rate of
a signal using 2R regenerators with a single static function as in Figure 7.2. The
regenerator can only reduce the noise on the signal, but cannot, in principle,
improve bits that would be detected erroneous at the detector. Only regenerators with a distinct transfer function for the logical ones and zeros can improve
the bit error rate of a signal. These regenerators are called class II regenerators [33, 36] to distinguish them from standard regeneration techniques using
a single static decision level. Regenerators with a static decision level (class I)
will redistribute the noise so the signal can be detected at lower input powers
on the receiver. Indeed, because the noise of the receiver adds to the noise of
the signal, noise reduction means a shift to the left in a BER vs. received optical
power diagram (as indicated in Figure 7.3). The optical noise of the signal will,
however, also lead to a noise floor in the BER diagram. Even at higher optical
powers where the noise of the receiver does not come into account anymore,
the signal noise will prevent correct detection of a number of bits. Only a regenerator with a distinctive and different transfer function for the ones and zeros
is able to overcome this noise floor and can shift the curve downwards [33, 36].
As far as known in literature, the only all-optical 2R regenerator that can improve the bit error rate is the Mamyshev regenerator [31]. We will show with
experimental results that the DFB laser regenerator can improve the BER of a
signal with multiple orders of magnitude. In the next section, a theoretical approach will be given to illustrate the ability to perform BER improvement using
hysteresis-based decision characteristics.

7.2 Theoretical approach
The experimental results that will be presented in this chapter suggest that the
hysteresis in the transmission characteristic plays an important role. In this section, we will give the basis for a theoretical approach on 2R regeneration using a
hysteresis in the decision characteristic. For this theoretical study, we will consider the BER as a stochastic quantity corresponding to the probability of detecting a wrong bit. The textbook definition [37, 38] for the BER is therefore
given in terms of the probability P (0|1) of deciding zero when a one is expected
and the probability P (1|0) of deciding one when a zero is expected. Since one
and zero bits are equally likely to occur, the BER can be defined as:
BER =

1
(P (0|1) + P (1|0))
2

(7.1)
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of the difference between noise reduction (class I regenerators) and BER improvement (class II regenerators).

To calculate error probabilities, we can make use of probability density functions of the noise on the zero (pdf0 ) and one (pdf1 ) levels. The error probability
is then determined by the overlap of the two curves as illustrated in Figure 7.4c.
For this analysis, we will assume a Gaussian distribution for the probability density functions with an equal noise distribution on the ones and zeros. This assumption is made for the clarity of the theoretical analysis and however it covers
a specific case and might not be verified by all types of impairments that result
in the broadening of the one and zero levels, it allows us to obtain insight in the
regeneration mechanism. The optimal point for the decision level (I D ) is in that
case in the middle where the two Gaussians cross. The shaded area below the
decision level corresponds to P (0|1) while the area above corresponds to P (1|0).
In order to avoid confusion with probabilities P , we express the optical power as
a normalized optical intensity I where I = 1 corresponds to the logical one level
and I = 0 with the logical zero level. When expressed in a mathematical form,
we can write:
Z
Z
1 ∞
1 ID
pdf1 (I )d I +
pdf0 (I )d I
(7.2)
BER =
2 −∞
2 ID
In case of standard Gaussian noise, the bit error rate can be derived as a
function of the Q parameter. The Q-parameter is defined as the ratio between
signal power and the sum of the standard deviations of the Gaussian noise distribution on the ones σ1 and zeros σ0 [37]. We can make use of the definition of
the complementary error function (erfc) to express the above bit error rate for
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Figure 7.4: (a)Schematic of the DFB laser based 2R regeneration; (b) Ideal
hysteresis curve of the transmission characteristic; (c) Bit pattern with
noise and the dynamically moving decision level (orange, with hysteresis) and static decision level (grey dashed, without hysteresis); (d)
Correctly reconstructed bit-pattern by the 2R regenerator with hysteresis.
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Gaussian noise distributions as [37]:
BER =

¶
µ
1
Q
erfc p
2
2

(7.3)

For simplicity, we assume that the noise distributions on the ones and zeros
is equal (σ1 = σ0 ). In that case, the decision is located exactly in the middle
I D = 1/2.
A decision characteristic with a hysteresis will require a more complex analysis because the output depends on the state at a previous time step. This means
that the above reasoning needs to be reconstructed to include how the device
will switch its state during a single bit period. We assume a regenerator with
a hysteresis that has a relative width h with h < 1 for realistic situations. The
intensity noise on these signals is mainly coming from amplified spontaneous
emission noise of the amplifiers and therefore fluctuating very fast. If we assume that the device has a reaction time that is significantly shorter than the
duration of a single bit, we can look at it from the point of view of the threshold
level which will change at the beginning of a bit period following a transition in
the bit sequence while the noise is changing throughout the bit period. We will
therefore follow a similar procedure as in [39, 40] where a mathematical analysis for hysteresis based detectors is given and divide the time window of one
bit in N different time steps. This approach is only valid if the time required to
change the state of the regenerator is comparable to this discretized time step.
The error probability when there is no state difference will be lower than considered with a standard fixed decision characteristic due to the shifted decision
level. There is however also an adverse effect because of the higher threshold of
changing from a zero bit to a one bit and vice versa. We will show that this adverse effect can be overcome when the regenerator acts faster than the duration
of individual bits and in case the hysteresis is not very wide.
Using the above analysis, we can write the probability p x y|z to change from
state x to y while z is given, as follows:
p 00|1

=

p 10|1

=

p 01|0

=

p 11|0

=

(1+h)/2
R
−∞
(1−h)/2
R
−∞
R∞
(1+h)/2
R∞
(1−h)/2

pdf1 (I )d I
pdf1 (I )d I
pdf0 (I )d I
pdf0 (I )d I

µ
¶
Q
1
= erfc (1 − h) p
2
2
µ
¶
1
Q
= erfc (1 + h) p
2
2
µ
¶
1
Q
= erfc (1 + h) p
2
2
µ
¶
1
Q
= erfc (1 − h) p
2
2

(7.4)
(7.5)
(7.6)
(7.7)

When using a hysteresis, the previous state is used to determine the next
state and a recursive expression for P n (0|1) (being the probability on time step
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n to decide zero when a one is expected) can be written as:
P n+1 (0|1)

=

P 1 (0|1)

=

P n (0|1) p 00|1 + P n (1|1) p 10|1
1
1
p 00|1 + p 10|1
2
2

(7.8)
(7.9)

and a similar equation holds for for P n (1|0):
P n+1 (1|0)

=

P 1 (1|0)

=

P n (1|0) p 11|0 + P n (0|0) p 01|0
1
1
p 11|0 + p 01|0
2
2

(7.10)
(7.11)

To simplify the calculations, we assume that the noise distribution on the
ones is similar to the noise distribution on the zeros and we can write down the
following equations:
p 00|1

=

p 11|0

(7.12)

p 10|1

=

p 01|0

(7.13)

Because of the above equalities and P (1|1) = 1−P (0|1), we can reduce equations 7.10-7.11 to equations 7.8-7.9. The time discretized BER(n) can then be
written as follows (using Equation 7.1):
BER(n)

=
=

1
(P n (0|1) + P n (1|0))
2
P n (0|1)

(7.14)
(7.15)

Using equations 7.8-7.9, the recursive equation for the BER is:
BER(n + 1)

=

BER(1)

=

BER(n) p 00|1 + [1 − BER(n)] p 10|1
1
1
p 00|1 + p 10|1
2
2

(7.16)
(7.17)

The second term of Equation 7.16 appears to be dominant for realistic values
of the hysteresis (h < 1) and the bit error rate asymptotically becomes equal to
p 10|1 after a sufficient amount of time steps. This asymptotical bit error rate is
depicted in Figure 7.5 for different values of the normalized hysteresis width h.
However, this figure does not take into account the adverse effect of the higher
threshold for switching between two different states. As discussed above, the bit
error rate will improve during the time window of a single bit. For high values
of the hysteresis width, it will take more time steps to achieve an improvement.
The time evolution of the BER is depicted in Figure 7.6 for different time steps n
using a hysteresis with a width of h = 0.4. We can observe an improvement in bit
error rate after 3 time steps and it saturates thereafter for n > 3. This means that
- according to this model - the reaction time of the device should be 4 or 5 times
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Figure 7.5: Asymptotical behaviour of BER as a function of the Q parameter
for different values of the hysteresis width h (and n → ∞).
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Figure 7.6: BER as a function of the Q parameter at different time steps n for a
hysteresis with width h = 0.4. The dashed line represents the situation
without hysteresis.
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faster than the bit duration when h = 0.4. The number of time steps needed for
an improvement in bit error rate increases with the hysteresis width, eg. for a
hysteresis of h = 0.1 there is already an improvement in the second time step
but it takes 15 time steps for a hysteresis width of h = 0.9.
To conclude, the theoretical model that is derived above, suggests that the
bit error rate of a noisy signal can be improved by using a hysteresis in the decision level. However, to overcome the adverse effect of switching between the
two states, it is necessary that the response time of the regenerator is significantly fast relative to the time window of a single bit. The hysteresis width has
a large impact on the amount of time steps needed to obtain BER improvement
but wider hystereses allow for a larger improvement.

7.3 Experiment
The experiments were attained in two different labs. The first experimental results were accomplished using bitrates of 10 Gbit/s signals in the lab of Prof.
Y. Nakano at the University of Tokyo where the wavelength independence of
the device was also measured. Later experiments at bitrates of 25 Gbit/s were
achieved in cooperation with Prof. C. Peucheret at the high-speed photonics
laboratory of the Technical University of Denmark. In the latter, we included
also a fiber link experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept in real
telecommunication systems.

7.3.1 Results at 10 Gbit/s
For the experiment, we use the set-up as depicted in Figure 7.7. A pulse pattern
generator (PPG) generates a pseudo-random bit-sequence (PRBS) of 231 −1 bits.
The original signal is being attenuated and amplified to decrease the OSNR. The
regenerator is a standard, non-optimized λ/4-shifted DFB laser diode with ARcoated facets from Alcatel-Thales III-V lab. It has a κL value of 1.6, a bias current
of 150 mA and its central wavelength is 1553 nm. Lensed fibers are aligned at
both sides of the laser to couple the light. The degenerated signal has an input
power of 5-7 dBm (depending on the power injected in the EDFA) and is combined with a holding beam of 5 dBm (both measured in fiber after the coupler).
The holding beam is not strictly necessary but allows to adjust the position of
the hysteresis to the incoming signal. Its power can be easily adjusted by an
attenuator and it has a wavelength of 1546 nm. The width of the hysteresis is
approximately 1 dB wide (resulting in a value for h between 0.1 and 0.2 in the
analysis of section II). An optical bandpass filter with a width of 1 nm removes
the remaining laser light so that only the signal at the original wavelength is sent
to the pre-amplified receiver for a bit error rate (BER) analysis. A variable atten-
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Figure 7.7: Schematic of the set-up. (LD: laser diode; LN: lithium-niobate
modulator; PPG: pulse pattern generator; ATT: attenuator; EDFA:
erbium-doped fiber-amplifier; BERT: bit error rate tester.)
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Figure 7.8: BER as a function of the received optical power for different values of the OSNR and corresponding eye diagrams. (a) Input OSNR of
19.8 dB; (b) Input OSNR of 18.8 dB; (c) Input OSNR of 17.7 dB; (d) eye
diagram of original signal; (e) degraded signal; (f) regenerated signal.
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Figure 7.9: Excess penalty at BER=10−9 of the degraded and regenerated signal compared to the original signal as a function of the input OSNR.

uator is used to change the received optical power on the receiver in order to
make BER diagrams.
In Figure 7.8a-c, the BER diagrams as a function of the received optical
power are shown for different values of the input OSNR. From these diagrams,
it is clear that the 2R regenerator is able to improve the degraded signal significantly. The corresponding eye diagrams for the regeneration are depicted in
Figure 7.8d-f. Its noise suppression capabilities are demonstrated by Figure 7.9
where the excess power penalty for the regenerated and degraded signal compared to the original signal are depicted as a function of the OSNR. The power
penalty is defined as the increase in the received optical power required to obtain error-free operation (at 10−9 ). Besides the noise reduction, the noise floor
of the signal is also improved with several orders of magnitude. This is beyond
the capabilities of regenerators with a single decision level.
The extinction ratio is defined as the ratio between the one and zero level.
The improvement in extinction ratio is depicted in Figure 7.10. However, in this
diagram, we did not take the influence of the 5 dBm holding beam into account
and an amplified signal without holding beam might result in a better extinction ratio improvement. The extinction ratio is however not a good qualitative
measure for the noise reduction on a signal because it is difficult to distinguish
noise on the zero level from receiver noise. The optical signal-to-noise ratio
(OSNR) gives a better figure of merit by measuring the difference between the
signal and noise on a spectrum analyzer which is set at a resolution of 0.1 nm. In
Figure 7.11, the OSNR at the output of the 2R regenerator is depicted as a function of the OSNR at the input. We can observe an improvement between 2 and
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Figure 7.10: The extinction ratio improvement.

4 dB. The improvement in extinction ratio and OSNR only account for the noise
reduction and are not a measure for the improvement of the BER.
The 2R regenerator can work at any wavelength outside the stopband of the
DFB grating as illustrated for three arbitrary wavelengths in Figure 7.12. The
BER diagrams for different injected wavelengths are depicted and show broadband operation that is only limited by the spectral width of the gain medium.
The gain medium in our device are quantum wells leading to a gain bandwidth
of approximately 20 nm. This means that the 2R regenerator works in a colourless mode within that range. Only the wavelengths corresponding with the stopband of the DFB grating are inaccessible which accounts only for a few nanometers in the spectrum. The small differences between the graphs are mostly due
to the spectral variation in gain of the EDFA.
When we set the wavelength of the OBPF at the lasing wavelength instead
of the wavelength of the injected signal, we obtain a reversed, wavelength converted signal. The noise floor is much higher and error-free wavelength conversion was only obtained at a smaller bitrate of 3 Gb/s.

7.3.2 Results at 25 Gbit/s
The effect of spatial hole burning is based on relatively small changes in carrier
density. Therefore, the regeneration can be done at very high speeds despite
the typical limited speed of semiconductor components. The effects of chirp
that often accompany changes in carrier density are accordingly also limited.
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Figure 7.11: OSNR in 0.1 nm at the output of the all-optical 2R regenerator as
a function of the input OSNR.
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To illustrate this, we will do the same experiments at a bit rate of 25 Gb/s and
test if the regeneration is still effective after transmission through a fiber link.
The set-up that is used to characterize the regeneration at 25 Gb/s is depicted in Figure 7.13. The measurements at 25 Gbit/s were carried out at a single signal wavelength of 1543 nm with again a PRBS signal of 231 − 1 bits. To
account for the faster signal, we use wider bandwidths in the optical tunable
filters. After controlling the OSNR of the signal by cascading an attenuator with
an EDFA, a second EDFA is used to adjust the signal average power to 13.3 dBm
(measured in-fiber at the DFB laser input coupling fiber). The holding beam
that is combined with the original signal to adjust the position of the hysteresis
to the signal power is 14 dBm (measured in-fiber at the DFB laser input coupling
fiber). The mentioned power values are higher than the ones reported in previous experiments a.o. due to a different type of coupling between the fiber and
DFB laser (tapered fiber instead of lensed fiber) which introduced an additional
loss. One can expect much lower power levels when working with a packaged
device. However, even with these restrictions, the power levels are still much
lower than the ones needed for 2R regeneration using self-phase modulation in
optical fibers [33]. The DFB laser has the same specifications as before and a
Peltier element is used to keep its temperature stable.
After the DFB laser, we use again an optical band-pass filter (OBPF) tuned to
1543 nm in order to suppress the laser light and select the amplified signal. The
regenerated signal is then sent to a preamplified receiver set-up that has been
standardized at DTU for these measurements. It consists of an EDFA, an OBPF
with 1.95 nm bandwidth, a second EDFA and an OBPF with 0.9 nm bandwidth.
The signal is then detected in a PIN photodiode before being sent to the bit
error rate tester. Using a variable optical attenuator, the received optical power
at the preamplified receiver can be varied. In the transmission experiment, the
regenerated signal is sent through a 160 km long link made of two spans of 80 km
standard single-mode fiber and matching lengths of dispersion compensating
fiber.
The results obtained for the 2R regeneration at 25 Gb/s NRZ signals are depicted in Figure 7.14. BER improvement is achieved with a factor of 20 to 50
times compared to the degraded input signal, depending on the value of the
input OSNR. The corresponding improvement in OSNR is over 2 dB. The eye
diagrams are shown in Figure 7.15. The device under test only supports one
polarization, but the principle should be also applicable for polarization independent laser diodes.
Because semiconductor devices can introduce chirp to the signal, we also
transmitted the regenerated signal over a dispersion managed link of 160 km
fiber. The result of the regeneration is shown in Figure 7.16. The OSNR of the
signal at the regenerator input is 18.3 dB. The set-up did not support clock re-
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Figure 7.13: Schematic of the set-up used to measure the regeneration. (LD:
laser diode; ATT: attenuator; PC: polarization controlling wheels;
EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; OBPF: optical band-pass filter;
BERT: bit error rate tester; PPG: pulse pattern generator)
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Figure 7.16: The 2R regeneration is still effective after transmission through a
fiber of 160 km length.

covery at 25 Gb/s, limiting the possibility of using a highly degraded signal. We
can clearly observe that the regenerated signal results in a much better transmission with a sensitivity improvement of 4.8 dB (at a BER of 10−9 ) compared
to the non-regenerated signal that is sent through the fiber. The lack of chirp
is probably due to the rather small changes in carrier density in the DFB laser
diode. We can conclude from this experiment that chirp has no dominant influence in the present case and that the proposed technique is feasible for practical
applications.
The experiment has been carried out also at a bitrate of 40 Gb/s but there
was found no significant improvement nor degradation of the signal. The devices under test were, however, not optimized for the specific application of regeneration and on this ground, operation at higher bitrates seems feasible.
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7.4 Conclusion
A new concept for 2R regeneration is proposed using hysteresis in the transmission characteristic of a single distributed feedback laser diode. The concept
is verified experimentally showing bit error rate improvement at 10 Gb/s and
25 Gb/s NRZ signals. Besides noise reduction, the regenerator is also able to
improve the bit error rate at much lower power levels than concepts based on
self-phase modulation in fibers. It preserves the original wavelength of the signal and broadband operation is possible. The use of a single active device and
the absence of wavelength control results in low power consumption (0.6 W),
while the simplicity of the concept makes the regenerator suitable for direct application in optical access or metro networks at different bitrates. The device
under test supported only a single polarization mode, but the principle should
be also applicable for polarization independent devices. An array of DFB lasers
in combination with an arrayed waveguide grating on both sides could result
in a suitable regeneration technique for 100 Gb ethernet applications as the
recent standard proposed by the IEEE 802.3ba 100 Gb ethernet task force has
the objective of a 4x25 Gb/s WDM signal for transmission over 10 and 40 km
(100GBASE-LR4 and 100GBASE-ER4) [41]. Because direct modulation of DFB
lasers has been demonstrated at bitrates up to 40 Gb/s, the regenerator might
be also employed at these speeds by using optimalized designs.
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8

Conclusions and perspectives

8.1 Conclusions
We demonstrated novel concepts to realize some of the main building blocks for
all-optical signal processing in network nodes. The enormous bandwidth capacity of optical fibers has led to their world-wide implementation in telecommunication systems. The electronics to process high-speed signals in the network nodes is, however, expensive and power consuming. Performing all the
processing within the optical domain is a possible solution. In this work we
presented new implementations with a focus on simplicity: the all-optical flipflops and regenerators that are proposed consist of single standard laser diodes.
The performance of these laser diodes as all-optical signal processing devices
does not only surpass most of the exisisting (complex) schemes, but their already widespread use as transmitters in current optical communication systems
allows for a mature technology which facilitates their short-term implementation.

All-optical flip-flops
All-optical flip-flops are essential in optical network nodes as they allow to store
the header information in an optical packet switch while the data is routed to
the desired output port. Such memory elements are typically based on hystere-
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sis effects because they exhibit different states under the same input conditions.
It was demonstrated that distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes can exhibit such a hysteresis under the injection of a holding beam. The underlying
physical effect is based on a non-uniformity in the longitudinal carrier density
distribution which affects the effectiveness of the Bragg reflections. The obtained bistability was successfully applied to realize flip-flop operation: it was
shown that the DFB laser could be switched on and off by injecting light pulses
alternately on each side of the cavity. The effect allows for very fast flip-flop operation: switching times as low as 45 ps were demonstrated. Further on, the
impact of structural parameters on the bistability was studied with numerical
simulations.
Distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers have a hysteresis in their tuning
characteristic. When applying a current corresponding to the hysteresis, it
is possible to switch between two different wavelengths by injecting optical
pulses. This was demonstrated by injection-locking the laser on its two different wavelengths resulting in switching speeds around 50 ps. An alternative
approach using a combination of injection-locking and carrier depletion was
also studied by applying pulses with a different duration.
Microdisk lasers have a circular cavity structure where the mode is confined
at the edge of the disk in the ‘whispering gallery mode’. Lasing is possible in
the clockwise and counterclockwise direction. Due to a non-linear gain suppression effect, one of the lasing directions can dominate which results in a
unidirectional regime. By injecting light pulses, the lasing direction can be altered in order to realize flip-flop operation. We demonstrated this effect in an
ultra-small microdisk laser (7.5 µm diameter) and flip-flop operation was possible with very low pulse energies (1.8 fJ). The disk was bonded on a silicon chip
which is the standard material to manufacture electronic chips and a promising
material for (passive) photonics.
We also performed a theoretical study on the symmetry breaking in small
network motifs of three and four coupled cavities. Due to the Kerr non-linearity
in (passive) resonators, we can achieve asymmetric states in such structures. We
derived a theoretical condition to achieve symmetry breaking and demonstrated with numerical simulations that it is possible to switch between the asymmetric states by injecting light pulses.

All-optical packet switching
The use of DFB lasers as all-optical flip-flops was also demonstrated in a
system-oriented experiment. The DFB lasers can store the header information of the packets while the payload is directed to their desired output port.
This was shown for packets with bitrates up to 40 Gb/s and color-coded la-
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bels. Very fast packet switching is possible with this technique due to the fast
response of the DFB flip-flops.

All-optical regeneration
Cascading multiple optical network nodes can result in an accumulation of
noise on the signal. Traditional network nodes act as repeaters because the
signal is redigitalized during the electronic processing in the routers. Therefore,
there is a need for devices that can increase the signal-to-noise ratio within the
optical domain. In this work, we presented a novel concept to realize all-optical
regeneration by using a single DFB laser diode. We show that the hysteresis
allows to improve the bit error rate with several orders of magnitude as it offers a decision level that moves dynamically with the signal. The results were
demonstrated at bitrates up to 25 Gb/s.

8.2 Perspectives
As mentioned already in the introductory chapter, the power consumption of
devices is nowadays the dominant parameter for evaluating information processing devices. We can not reasonably propose (all-)optical solutions as alternatives to electronics without making an in-depth study of their power consumption. However, very few researchers tackle the question to define the requirements photonic components should actually fulfill in order to make a difference with electronics. The lack of a well-defined and motivated study on the
actual requirements for e.g. all-optical flip-flops prohibits us to evaluate their
performance with respect to electronic solutions. Moreover, the switch towards
a new technology requires significant investments while the telecommunication industry is relatively small compared to the consumer electronics market.
Therefore, any optical alternative will need to prove being profitable. It can be
expected that when the need for on-chip interconnects rises, the technology for
optical signal processing will acquire a new momentum as larger research budgets come into play.
Besides these general remarks, there are still some improvements that could
be done on the work presented here:
• The devices used in this work are not packaged. Therefore, the coupling
losses to the components were significant and differ in subsequent measurements. This means that the measured values of the pulse energies
and optical input powers can be much lower because the coupling losses
are estimated to be around 3 dB to 5 dB.
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• Devices for use in telecommunication should work in a polarization independent mode because the polarization of the incoming signals can not
be specified. Optimized designs of the laser diodes could allow polarization independent operation because the underlying physical effects are
not based on the light polarization.
• The integration of multiple devices on the same chip should be an important next step. Multiple microdisks could represent a shift register and
also the all-optical packet switch can be promising when fabricated as an
integrated device.
• Experimental demonstration of the asymmetric states in structures with
coupled cavities could be interesting but rather difficult to achieve. As
research on strong non-linear materials progresses, this might offer a potentially important research result.
• The flip-flop operation in DFB lasers could be studied further by comparing devices with different κL-values as this was shown to be the most
influential parameter.
• Further experiments could be done on the optical regenerator to determine the influence of different parameters (hysteresis width, optical input power, current, ...) on its performance.
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